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A broad range of tasks in modem bioinformatics analysis require
integration of data from disparate sources. The explosion of data in the postgenomic era blazes a trail that for integrative bioinformatics: the use of disparate
information repositories to solve problems in data visualization, interpretation,
and normalization which have previously been difficult to address.
In order to integrate such repositories, we must maintain a dynamic dataintegration framework that is capable of processing large amounts of data in an
optimal manner. Although these requirements may be opposed, we can
reconcile them by combining the attributes of a federated database environment
with data marts: high-performance, task-specific databases which can be rapidly
generated and torn down, due to their small footprint.
This thesis reveals the power of data marts for solving emergent problems
in protein bioinformatics over a broad range, including functional annotation, the
use of integrated methods for data visualization and interpretation of
biomolecular data, and protein sequence mining. The broad range of examples
demonstrate that data mart integration of the proteome is an efficient and
practical alternative to monolithic approaches for integration.
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Introduction

"The curtain was rising on the greatest show on earth."
-Russell Doolittle, From "The Roots of Bioinformatics In Protein Evolution"
(2010).

Sequence Oriented Bioinformatics: The Early Years
Our ability to understand life on a molecular level would be impossible in
the absence of key insights of the 20th century that correlated nucleotide
sequences, protein sequences, protein structures, protein function, and cellular
phenotype.
Scientists of the 1940s and 1950s were aggressively in pursuit of the
relationship between DNA and heredity. These decades witnessed emergence
of evidence linking DNA to the transformation of organism phenotype (McCarty
and Avery 1946). While this implied that DNA was related to cellular function, it
was not until the 1950s that clear evidence emerged for DNA's regular and linear
structure (Watson and Crick 1953). These were seminal advances in the history
of molecular biology (Lederberg 1994, Knight 1997). It was at this time,
historically, that DNA took center stage in the quest to understand the molecular
basis for cellular biology.
Parallel advances were occuring in the protein world. The importance of
protein structures was demonstrated by X-ray methods in the middle 20th century
demonstrating that proteins had a three-dimensional structure related to their
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function (Muirhead and Perutz 1963). Scientists soon converged on the missing
piece to the puzzle of how DNA, amino acids, and molecular function were
interwoven with the discovery that simple nucleotide sequences are translated
via a "genetic-code"(Nirenberg et al. 1965). There was now a theoretical basis
for connecting genes, proteins, and cellular biology at a molecular level.
In 1973, these advances were complemented by work indicating that the
amino acid sequence of a protein determined both its structure and
subsequently, its function (Anfinsen 1973). It was now clear that genes,
nucleotides, proteins, and their structures (as well as functions) were directly
related. As computational technology continued improving during this time,
scientists increasingly began utilizing linear sequences to characterize the
molecular basis for life, and the field of bioinformatics was thus born.
Biological databases of the 1970s and 1980s enabled "sequence" mining
as a new technique for knowledge acquisition (Dayhoff 1965, Doolittle 1981).
These tools were now generating fascinating inferences on a regular basis.
Emblamatic of this paradigm was the famous computational discovery of the link
between cancer-causing agents in monkeys and human "growth factors"
(Doolittle et al. 1983).
The usefulness of these tools was, although unquestionable, severely
limited by the sparseness of high quality sequence data. The hundreds of
sequences spanned by databases of this era represented but a fraction of the
mammalian genome (which is comprised of tens of thousands of genes)
(Doolittle 1981, Pruitt et al. 2005). The time-consuming and laborious nature of
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gene and protein sequence data collection was a bottleneck to the growth of
these repositories, and the curation and integration of such information from the
literature represented another key struggle at the time (Doolittle 2010, Strasser
2010).
The Human Genome Project (HGP) was advocated by Jim Watson and
others as a means to address the need for higher throughput, comprehensive
accumulation of sequenced data. The HGP brought automated methods for
sequence acquisition to bear - directly addressing the data-collection bottleneck
of the 1980s, revealing the vast majority of the protein-coding content of the
human genome (Ventner et al. 2001). This enabled and inspired analytical
treatment of cellular systems on a much larger scale:
In this landmark study, Craig Venter's call to action resounds even today:
"All genes and their control elements must be identified; their functions, in
concert as well as in isolation, defined; their sequence variation worldwide
described; and the relation between genome variation and specific phenotypic
characteristics determined. Now we know what we have to explain (Venter et al.
2001)."
From Bioinformatics to "Systems Biology"
Ventner's words challenge us to understand and define the information
contents of molecules in our cells on a genomic scale. This field of study is
known as molecular "systems biology" (Kitano 2002, Peri 2003). The
progression from molecular genomics to systems biology is natural: the biological
molecules encoded by our genomes are now revealed; and we seek to
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understand their function. But function is often relatively defined in biology,
because molecules of the genome have coevolved specifically to functionally
complement many intramolecular partners in the context of the cellular
environment. Thus to characterize any one molecular component of the genome
we must characterize the genomic and cellular systems in which that component
operates.
Needless to say, the goals of systems biology are lofty. Genes are
often defined in terms of their sequence, structural, and functional properties, and
there are typically tens of thousands of genes encoded in any one mammalian
genome. The integration of these attributes is essential to our understanding of
biomolecular function (Kitano 2002, Boeckman 2005). We must thus interrelate
semantically diverse biomolecular information on a grand scale if we are ever to
precisely understand the role the thousands of molecules in encoded in our
genome.
One could claim that such tasks are inherently digital (i.e. they are ideally
suited suited by computers). First, a mammalian proteome alone comprises over
2 GB of plain text data, and if one were to include data records describing
sequence, structural, and functional attributes, the amount of information rapidly
scales. Second, we often aim to detect patterns in large, complex genomic data
sets, and this requires that such data be structured in a way that renders it
efficiently accessible to sophisticated computational methods - and of course
computers are only capable of processing digital data. Third, biological
knowledge is constantly evolving, and thus any attempt at capturing it must be
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allow for rapid scanning and updating of information. The size, complexity, and
dynamic nature of the genome's information content demand the use of
computational methods for data management, acquisition, and analysis of
genomic information.
Thus, the goal of identifying and defining the components of our genome
depends on the availability of computational tools that integrate different types of
biomolecular information on a large-scale. The integration and analysis of
diverse moieties of biomolecular data remains an important paradigm in modern
bioinformatics (Blundel et al. 2006, Stein et al. 2003, Venkatesh et al. 2002).
Systems Biology and Protein Bioinformatics
In order to provision the computational tools necessary to support the
integrated analysis of biomolecular information, it is accepted that we should
support the integration of the numerous categories and classes of biomolecular
data processing tools and data types (Aasland 2002, Fox-Erlich et. al 2004, Gryk
et. al 2010, Marchler-Bauer et al. 2003).
The majority of known functional genes in the genome are ultimately
realized as proteins: if the genome contains the blueprints for our cells, then
proteins are the actual buildings. The fundamental challenges in understanding
systems biology are directly related to our comprehension of the roles that
proteins play in the cell (Blundell et al. 2006, Boeckman et al. 2005, Kitano et al.
2002, Stark et al. 2005). It is obvious to say that this family of molecules is thus
essential to our systematic understanding of life.
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To this end, the research community has spent several decades on the
digital curation, classification, and integration of protein data. Many proteins can
now be classified and subdivided into representative structural and functional
groups (Eckland et al. 2005, Marchler-Bauer et al. 2003). For example, by
categorization of proteome's motif and domain elements, we now know that there
exist approximately 500 different kinases, with a similar number of SH3 domains,
encoded in our genomes. Such inferences are made possible by the continued
expansion and curation of large, public bioinformatics databases (Manning 2002,
Pruitt et al. 2005).
Proteins can be essentially defined in terms of their sequences. This
definition is both efficient as well as useful -sequence begets protein structure
that ultimately determines protein functionality. This functionality ultimately
drives the cellular processes that we seek to understand (Anfinsen, 1973). The
connection between protein sequences, protein structures, and molecular
functions is now a critical "dogma" in biology.
The Current State of Protein Bioinformatics
Many existing pieces of work indicate that the integrative analysis of
sequences, structures, and functions comprises a powerful technique for
extracting knowledge regarding precise aspects of protein evolution and
functional inference (Landau et al. 2005, Morgan et al. 2006). Unfortunately, this
integration is not reflected in the way bioinformatics data for these records are
managed (Blundle et al. 2006, Goble and Stevens 2008, Stein 2003). In order to
carry out database driven protein analyses of this integrative nature, scientists

are forced to compensate for the disparate nature of bioinformatics data
repositories (Stevens 2001, Saergent et al. 2011).
It is known that data integration is error-prone and time consuming in the
biological sciences, especially when we consider data sets of genomic scale.
The scenario of fractionated data renders the science of protein data integration
a domain of science that many have sought to advance in recent years. The
need for more comprehensive support of bioinformatics data integration of the
proteome is currently acknowledged as a major issue (Reeves 2009). Some
have attempted the streamlining of such tasks by brute force methods, which aim
at creating data warehouses that integrate all data using a single information
model - but such efforts were demonstrated to be fragile and unmaintainable
(Stein 2003). Nevertheless, our ability to understand the key aspects of protein
function hinges on our capacity to combine information from databases in a
meaningful way.
The CONNJUR and MNM Projects Aim to Integrate Protein Bioinformatics
Two independent research initiatives were recently undertaken to improve
the integrated analysis of protein data by providing support for integration: The
CONNJUR (Connecticut Joint NMR University Research) and MNM (Minimotif
Miner) projects. These are the founding projects behind this work, respectively
aimed at facilitating a better description of proteins from the structural and
functional standpoints (Gryk et al. 2010, Rajesekaran et al. 2009). In general,
the projects both aim at modeling information in a precise manner as well as
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provisioning tools that are readily applied to solving real world problems in
sequence and structural bioinformatics.
The CONNJUR project focuses on integrating the process of protein
structural analysis using NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance), whereas the MNM
project aims to catalog and facilitate the analysis of short, functional peptide
segments of less than 13 amino acids (known as Minimotifs) which are
conserved in eukaryotes which are (defined thoroughly in Chapter 1), for
elucidation of modular, conserved functional subunits in full-length proteins. This
thesis represents a fusion of concepts from these overall projects - applying the
principals of the CONNJUR mandate for broad-scale integration of protein
structural analysis workflows with MNM's goals of improvement of our ability to
predict and define protein function in a broader biological context.
In this work, I have focused on a variety of emergent problems in the area
of protein bioinformatics that are relevant to the above-mentioned projects.
These include (a) the curation of protein functional annotations, (b) the visual
interpretation of protein structures in an evolutionary context (to determine
specificity and functional roles of molecules), (c) interactively locating and
predicting the evolutionary origin of poorly conserved proteins, and (d)
streamlining the NMR data processing workflow for structure calculation.
These tasks share a common attribute: the need for explicit, structured
integration of protein data artifacts of varying types. The thesis of this work is
that explicit computational modelling and integration of protein data solves
several emergent problems in protein bioinformatics, including the improvement
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of methods for Minimotif data curation, structural-functional analysis of proteins,
protein derived NMR data processing, and inference of gene emergence. These
problems are representative of a broader range of problems in bioinformatics
which may be addressed in a similar manner.
Such advances in the computational treatment of these data types
represent key steps in increasing our ability to extract knowledge from protein
data archives. The models, principles, and strategies discussed in these pages
thus intended to enable the protein bioinformatics infrastructures of the future,
particularly those utilized in the CONNJUR and MNM initiatives.
Scope of Study
We aimed to develop practical solutions to emergent problems in protein
bioinformatics in this work, specifically in the context of the CONNJUR and MNM
projects. First, we develop and implement database integration frameworks
which can be generally applied to the curation of Minimotifs in Chapters 1 and 2,
wherein data from several sources is integrated in the service of sequence motif
data management. Broadly applicable data-marts are designed using similar
strategies in chapters 3 and 4. We apply the integrative techniques to the area of
protein NMR in Chapter 5 so as to demonstrate a novel method for structure
calculation. We briefly sum these chapters here:
In Chapter 1: "A Proposed Syntax for Minimotifs, Version 1", we
encountered a need to integrate functional annotations for thousands of proteins
for the Minimotif Miner database and application. Minimotifs are short, functional
peptide segments that occur at high frequency in eukaryotic organisms, playing

many important roles in molecular interaction networks and other systems. The
construction of a robust generic database of such Minimotifs is implemented
using a precise, newly derived syntax for peptide function, via a database that is
populated by a system for ingesting sequence, taxonomical, and literaturederived data. The value and robustness of this model for protein functional data
is then demonstrated using an array of statistical analyses characterizing SH3
domains.
Chapter 2: "MIMOSA - A System for Minimotif Annotation" delineates the
MIMOSA application for end-to-end curation of short, functional Minimotifs. The
chapter builds on the work in Chapter 1. MIMOSA is optimized for end-to-end
curation of thousands of functional peptides, or "Minimotifs," into an MNM
database that will be heavily utilized. Through integration of Refseq, Pubmed,
and several other algorithms and data sources, the MIMOSA application
demonstrates a method of database integration for curation of large data sets.
In particular, MIMOSA extends the work in Chapter 1 by distilling the core
database characteristics into a system that is focused on curating new Minimotifs
found in the literature. Additionally, the MIMOSA system presents a novel
algorithm for scoring text abstracts with respect to semantic content that is
directly integrated into the curation system. By distilling the core components of
our Minimotif functional model and automating curation, MIMOSA represents the
first automated, end-to-end database for ingestion and processing of structured
protein functional data, further validating the feasibility of the federation strategy
and extending its scope to the domain of data warehousing and curation. This
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chapter demonstrates a concrete application of the syntactical model for
molecular function of Chapter 1, using a data integration approach that is flexible
enough to support ongoing importation of novel data records over time.
Chapter 3: "Venn - A Tool for Titrating Sequence Conservation onto
Protein Structures" presents the problem of integrating data of fundamentally
different types (sequences, structures, and functions). This project represents
important aspects of both the CONNJUR and MNM initiaitives, which aim to deal
with many moieties of protein data in an integrated manner. In order to fuse such
data, Venn heavily relies on database integration methods that are specific to a
precise, data-driven workflow. This strategy was designed to enable real-time
integration of protein structures with up-to-date sequence records available via
web services. The particular workflow that Venn automates is now known as
"homology titration." This method was utilized to reveal key specificity
determinants in DNA binding which less robustly integrated analysis workflows
are not capable of recovering. Iterative analysis enabled by higher levels of data
integration is a fascinating paradigm in computational science that has many
applications in bioinformatics, and is again visited in Chapter 5.
Venn's homology titration workflow would be highly impractical without an
integrated methodology that supports automated ingestion of external proteomics
repositories (i.e., EBI and the PDB) along with an internal representation of
protein structural/sequence data - the PDB currently has tens of thousands of
structures. Because of its federated nature, Venn was efficiently capable of
running on a variety of platforms with an extremely small footprint.

In Chapter 4, "The Extremely Variable Conservation of y-Type Small, AcidSoluble Proteins from Spores of Some Species in the Bacterial Order Bacillales",
the integration of phylogenetic data with interactive protein sequence scanning
methods was utilized to bound the point of emergence of the variably conserved
SSPE gene in gram-positive, sporulating bacteria. To survey the entire
sequence space of such proteomes, a database was designed to interactively
and comprehensively compare sequences in a controlled fashion, allowing for
precise and interactive thresholding of sequence homology scans. Identifying all
SSPEs in a subset of approximately 50 Firmicute proteomes and integrating the
results with 16S RNA databases from other repositories enabled prediction of the
point of emergence of the SSPE gene. Results were confirmed for these
speculations using empirical techniques for protein identification in various
species.
Chapter 5, "The R3 Methodology for NMR Structure Calculation in Sparse
Data Backgrounds" describes an experimental addition to the CONNJUR
framework for NMR data processing that enables calculation of protein structures
on heavily pruned input data sets (that is, data sets where copious amounts of
assigned chemical shifts and available NOESY peaks have been removed). This
method was tested using an in-memory model of the structure calculation
process that is capable of auto generating hundreds of test data sets as inputs to
the traditional, semi-automated structure calculation process - which typically
fails in sparse backgrounds. The large-scale automated testing of this method
using the CONNJUR integration framework demonstrated the theoretical viability
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of this new method for structure calculations, and is an important step forward
towards the construction of a fully integrated solution to NMR structure
calculation.
The approaches taken in these chapters demonstrate the key aspects of
integrating the resources diagrammed in fig. 1.
Federated Systems and Data-marts: A Strategy for Data Integration
In this section, the aspects of database integration that are foundational to
this research are discussed. All databases share a common thread: they provide
access to some corpus of information in an organized and structured manner
(Bergeron 2002, Simsion and Witt 2005). For example, a phone book might be
thought of as a primitive database: It is used to collect and index a large body of
information describing the locations of businesses and/or people.
Many digital bioinformatics databases exist today, cataloging a broad
range of data about biological entities (Berman 2000, Pruitt et al. 2005, Sayers et
al. 2010). Historically, such repositories have been 'tile" based: they accumulate
records in large files, or clusters of files, and impose a higher order of
organization on such files using folders, internal formats, or indices (Berman
2000, Pruitt 2005, Vyas 2008).
Modern structured databases (in particular, the "relational database") go
one step further by storing data records as a decomposition of uniform,
semantically meaningful relationships and attributes (Erlich et al. 2004). This
strategy enables abstract operations on different records, which allow for

normalization and integration not easily achieved using a simple file-based
approach.
Traditional relational databases may therefore play a key role in
approaching more robust data integration by automating rich queries spanning
different data types, but they are not, in and of themselves, a one-stop panacea
for all data integration problems (Bergeron 2002, Simian and Witt 2005,
Venkatesh et al. 2002). For example, relational systems do not natively support
the access of data from fractionated and non-relationally structured sources. The
distributed nature of modern bioinformatics databases thus requires a higher
level for integration that goes beyond the decomposition and reformatting of
information. This fractionated landscape is informally depicted in fig. 1.
An approach to integration of such fractionated resources commonly
exists in one of two common forms: a "federated system" or a "data warehouse"
(Bergeron 2002, Venkatesh et al 2002). A federated system is capable of
serving data from a wide variety of sources via a simplified, central portal that
links to external resources. Such a repository might be referred to as a "facade"
or "proxy". Meanwhile, the data warehouse focuses on hosting such data by
collocating it (Venkatesh et al. 2002). Thus, a warehouse directly integrates
records (in contrast to the federated system, which "proxies" them). As one
might expect, federated systems are ideal for synchronous access of rapidly
changing data, whereas data warehouses excel in offline, analytical tasks.
A third construct for data integration, which is most representative of the
approaches taken in this work, is known as the "data-mart". Data-marts are
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small, efficient data warehouses that excel at a specific and well-defined task.
Data-marts typically make up for their lack in completeness by realizing highly
efficient, low-cost solutions to data mining problems that can be effectively
bounded in scope (Bergeron 2002).
For the protein data integration tasks described herein, we heavily rely on
federation to generate data-marts. Our reliance on federated methods is partially
due to the overbearing constraints that data warehouses may impose in certain
scenarios (Simsion and Witt 2005). For example, consider the task of creating a
database of mammalian proteome records using a data warehouse: Such a
construct, storing the entire sequenced proteomes of life, would contain upwards
of approximately 2GB of raw textual sequence data and would consist of
approximately 4 billion amino acids, only 5% of which would be mammalian
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/refseq/release/release-statistics/). That is, 95% of the
sequence portion of this database would be completely unused. It is obvious that
(when dealing with data of this magnitude) analysis on a conventional computer
might be suboptimal if a data warehouse strategy were to be blindly chosen in all
cases where integration was required.
The need to understand the role of all genes, their interrelationships, and
their particular functional attributes is lofty enough as is. There is obvious
immediate value in further constraining scope of bioinformatics to a particular
methodology or technical dogma. Thus, although many theoretical principles of
database design are applied throughout this work, we focus more on analytical

support of the biomolecular data integration workflows, rather then the blind
application of any one particular computational technique.
In this spirit, the following pages exemplify an agile combination of
relational databases (for querying), data-marts (for integration) and federated
systems (for "lazy" data ingestion), all applied to a broad range of problems in the
protein bioinformatics regime.
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Fig. 1. An UML-attributed (www.uml.org) diagram exemplifying the fractionated
yet interrelated nature of bioinformatics data repositories. Each square object (for
example, "Protein") represents a data "class", which may have sub-types (i.e.
UniprotKB), which comes from a data source (i.e. Refseq). Clouds represent
data sources, dashed arrows represent relationships between data sources and
data types (boxes), and straight arrows represent data "outputs" of clouds. In
UML, "packages" can be used to separate different data classes, and that is
done here to separate sequence, structure, and taxonomy. Left: Structural data
comes from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Empirical evidence for structures is
stored at the Biomagnetic Resonance Bank, which can be linked to PDB chain
ids. Structures can be compared using alignment methods. Middle: It is
instructive to note that all "Protein" records that come from Refseq, UniprotKB,
and UniParc may have sequences, names, taxonomies, and taxonomical ids yet their identifier fields are distinct. External services for sequence alignment
can match records to one another, and similarly, can be used to integrate
structural data with sequence information (Chapter 3). Right: Taxonomical data
can be integrated with genomic and protein sequence records using taxonomy
identifiers, and compared using phylogenetic reconstruction algorithms (Chapter
4).
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Abitrmct
Background: One of trie m o * Important developments In bxxnformatici over the pan few
decade* hai been the obaerwnon that short fttieir peptide sequences (rnHmottti) medlata many
(teats of oellHlar functloni inch ai prcxem-protahi IntaracDont. molecular traMcldnf, and potttramkMional modeVaOor*. At both the creator! and curatori of a database which catatafuet
ndnunotss, MlnJmottf Miner, the authon have a unique perspective on the oammonalmet of the
mam; functional rote* of mMmotttt. There la an oovtaut Msafukwu In itandirdtilnt functional
annotatkwa both to aiowlnf for the fectta exchanae of data between wartoui WoMbrmatka
resource*, at weN at the Internal duatarlnf of a m of retated data dementi. With thaaa two
purpeaei In mind, the authon provide a propoead «ymxforirtrtmotif iema<«a prlmari^ UMM
for functional annotation.
Retulta: Herein, we present a atractured syntax of mMmotss and their functional annotation. A
syntax-bated model of mmfenotif fimctlan with established mMnetf sequence defWdom wat
Implemented using a relational databaae management system (RDBMS). Tooaiett the utefumast of
our itandardtzad aemenrJct, a aeries of dBtahaae querlaa and atored procedurei were used t o
chatty SH3 dcanam binds" mMmwofi Into lOsroupt ipannlnf 700 unique bmdmi lequences.
Condutton:OurderNed minimotlf syntax It currency being uaedtoncymateemmawotw'ctweJant
chemistry and functional daAnWont wfehm the MnM databaae. Anaryiki of SH3 bmdmj mlnbnoof
data tpannlnj many dHerent atucta within o w cbrfaboaa re<eah unlaw attrlhutn and fre^uenclet
which can be uaed to dandy cMfcrant types of bmdlnj mMmotlfc liru>lementatioa of the tyntax ft
the radDond databaae enables the ippfcation of many d«enimanal)fili protocol of ni4n*iKiaf data
and k an Important tool that wM help to better endcrnand apecmctty of ineilmotMrMM
motacuhw- Internctioni with protomt.

Background
Mmimotifi (also called Short linear Motife [ SLIMs]), are
abort peptide sequences which play important roles in

many cellular functions [1-3]. Many mlnimotif databases
ouch as Minimatif Mkier (MnM), Bakatyotic linear Motif
(ELM), phospho.ELM, DOMINO, MEROPS, PepCyber
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and HPRO have cataloged more than a thouaand mininiotif entries and are expected to have significant growth in
the near suture 11,4-10). Each of these databases model
wmrtinnal mimrnotns in some capacity, often uaing individualized annotation schemes useful for the subset of
minimotif data being managed. As the amount of roinimotif data cantinuea to grow, there are several expected
advantages to be gained from the use of a standairliird
syntax. A standardized syntax will fadbtate exchange of
data with different minimotif databases. Likewise, a
standardized syntax will allow integration with other nonmotif databases enabling researchers to examine the connection ofminimotifa with new types of data (eg. disease
mutations, protein structures, cellular activities, etc), providing new opportunities for data mining. A standardized
syntax will also allow refinement of minimotif sequence
definitions, reduce redundant data, and normalize future
annotation efforts.
The authors have been the curators of the Mininiotif
Miner database for the past four years. In compiling and
managing this large dataset, we have had a lengthy and
detailed exposure to the functional annotations currently
reported in the nrientiflr bterature. This unique perspective has afforded us the insight as to certain common statures of the nxactional annotation of minimotna. Here we
propose a standardized definition for minim oflCi that is
currently being used within MnM and which can be
broadly applied to al minimotifs including those in the
aforementioned databases.
We have observed that all minimotif annotations are
composed of two major categories, the covalent chemistry
and the function of the peptide. Thefirstcomponent of a
minimotif definition i"ch'dff its sequence and modification information. Schemes for modeling the sequence of
minunotifs are wel established and have been adopted
from previous work modeling protein domains! 11,12).
The protein sequences of minimotif instances are
sequence strings of amino adds represented using an
alphabet of IUPAC single letter code amino add abbreviations (13 J. Far example, the "PKTPAK' sequence in KaMrin deBcdbea an instance or single occurrence of a
minimotif. Higher level rninimotif abstractions are often
represented as consensus sequences or position specific
scoring matrices (PSSMs). Consensus sequence definitions identify permissible positional degeneracy. PxxFxK
ie an example of consensus definition that describes multiple instances for proteins that bind to the SH3 domain
of Cric 'x' indicates that any of the 20 amino adds are
allowed at the indicated position. Degeneracy can also be
indicated for groups of amino adds that have stmlar
chemksl properties represented by a set of Greek symbols
[14|. Consensus sequences can be represented as regular
expressions in PROSTTE syntax [12]. Probability-based
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PSSMs, like consensus sequences, represent the degeneracy at each position, but have the advantage that the probability of an amino add at each position is expMdt. PSSM
are commonly apresented as LOGO plots (IS, 16).
The sequence definitions described above, by themselves,
have beenfoundto be insufficient to describe many minimotsfs which require additional covalent chemical modification. A set of rules for indicating poat-translational
modifications was previously denned by the Seefekl Convention (14). One such rule is to indicate a phosphoryialed residue by a lower case "p' preceding an amino add
(e.g. RSxp&xP indicates the second Ser is phospnorylated
in this 14-3-3 bkuling rninimotif |17]). b o w experience
there are two important limitations imposed by the
Seereld Convention. First theforceddistinction between
lowercase and uppercase character sets puts undesirable
constraints on the implementation hardware/software;
likewise the use ofGreek characters to indicate degeneracy
of amino adda with similar physical properties kt minimotif definitions can also be problematic due to machinespedfic character encoding. Second, this minimotif syntax
is not extensible to all of the approximatdy 500 known
posttranslational modificationa, several of which hsve
established roles in minimotif function [14,18]. For
example, mytistoyiated residues and ds-proline bonds
can not be enumerated using the Seefetd Convention. In
this paper, we describe a model that overcomes these hmitationsforminimotif sequence definitions.
The second component of mtaimotits k« their biological
functions), which have generally been free-form descdptfcms in minimotif databases with no set standard. To our
knowledge this minirnotif subdomain of knowledge has
not yet been modeled, which bruits the ability to integrate
data from different databases and hence their global usefulness. There are several ontologies that address domains
related to rnmimotus. The Gene Ontology (GO) defines a
vocabulary for molecular and celular functions and the
association of these functions with gene products. While
this ontology provides a useful naource for functional
activities, the GO database is not designed to describe
minimotif tactions, nor capture important common
attributes that are specific to minimotics (19|. For example, the bind function in GO does not indicate the residues involved in an interaction, nor if any of these
residues require any post-tranrianonal modifications.
Likewise, the Protein Ontology, PS-MOD, and RefSeq
databases help to define entities that can be usedformodeling minim OTIM but are not sufficient by themsdves for
this purpose [20,211.
We provide a standardized semantic and syntactic definition of minimotifs gleaned from the data contained
within MnM 2, and have executed its implementation by
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refactodng appraxunatery 5000 mininiottf annotations
within MnM. Aa an example of the utilty of thii model
and syntax, we demonstrate the use of the new database
in dasairying SH3 binding rninimotifi.

geranyt gemaylates, cleaves etc The Traffics' AetMty
describes minirnotif sequences squired for a protein to be
shuttled between cdl compartments or other specific locations within or outside of cells.

Rsoults
jfsnsfDwiif rwKinMi avMnwra

m a number of minimotiny a Ariiriswrt/and ActxWry arc
known, but the Tsrgrt has not yet been identified or it is
not yet known if the interaction of the MMrMft/ with the
Tsrgst is direct. This information is still useful thus we utilize a 'Required' AetMty category which indicates that a
minirnotif sequence is necessary fig a molecular or ceUular activity. For example, the PNAY mtnimotif in Crk is
required for Abl kinase activation (27|. In this case, Abl
kinase activation is a subcategory of "Required'. As in this
example, the Tsiget is mil for the Requited' AcMty.

A disambiguated and extensible semantic basis fur muumotiffcinrTionalirywas derived from a set of rules which
characterizes the approximately 5000 muumotiii in the
Minirnotif Miner (MnM) database [1] without information loss. We have not created a formal grammar, but
rather a set of rules that characterize munmotif descriptions. For any minirnotif clause, the syntax is MMMon/
(subject), Activity (verb), and Target (object) which can be
derived from a set of rules. We define these three major
elements as follows:
Kbrimetifi consist of sequence definitions and sourocs.
The aequence definition can be an instance, a consents is
sequence, or a PSSMj al three dasses of mtnimorifi arc
commonly reported in the literature. liMianrra represent
primary data, whentaa conseniUB sequences and PSSMJ
are interpretation* of the data. MMmtjfi may require one
or more post-translation modifications such as phosphorylation or proline isomerizarkn. In each motif, these
modifications can be described by one or more residue
names, type(s) of modification, and position(s) in the
MMMOR/ sequence. Another approach for modeling residue modifications could be the atomic model previously
described [22]. A source is the protein or peptide that contains the inimmotif sequence. For example, in ' (PKTPAK
in Kalidn] [Unas] |Crk]', PKTPAK' is a sequence definition and Kalidn' is the mkiimotif source (23). Alternatively, PxxPxK is a consensus definition that describes a
consensus sequence for multiple insla ncra.
Tmgtm are proteins, nudeic adds, carbohydrates, lipids,
small molecules, dements, metals, drugs, or complexes,
m the case of proteins and nudeic adds, Targe* may be
associated with sequence definitions, Tisrgvt proteins may
contain domains as defined by the Conserved Domain
Database (24J, belong to a hioarchicsl classification
based on fold (25| or refer to determined structure elements 126). In the above example of the PKTPAK munmotif, the Tsigvt 'Crk' can be expanded to be more specific
'1st SH3 domain of Crk; referring to the N-tenninal of
two SHJ domains in Crk.
AftMnti are the actions of rninimotus and all mini motif
activities can be generally classified as binds, modifies or
traffics. The 'Binds' Activity describes an interaction of a
protein containing a minirnotif with another molecule.
The 'Modifies' Activity defines a dwtnical change to a minimotif sequence that can be further subcategodzed into
enzymatic activities such as phoaphoryiates, g"»Mstfi,

AwMnMwfp 5ynt 0BT

fn order to combine these major muumotif dements and
the minirnotif sequence definition into human-interpretable semantic sentences we have defined 22 different
attributes of mini motifs (Table I) and derived the set of
syntax rules listed below. Our goal was to identify a minimal set of rules that combine minirnotif dements in
older to regenerate valid muumotif urntfnrra for the
~5000 munmotus in the Minirnotif Miner database. Valid
mmtmotif sentences are based on these syntax rules, and
biological entity categories of innumerable size (i.e. protein domains, protein names, molecule names, etc.).
SyafaxXsfci

Format Minirnotif dementa in quotes an variable and
defined in Table 1. Additional definitions sre shown in
Table 2. Bold text does not change and italidzed elements
are optional. Each mtnimotif function conforms to one of
four rules (binds, modified, traffics, required).
'Mintmotif = Mkiimotif Sequence' f««rsir«d Modification') in 'Peptide' OR Protein'
Protein target' = Domain ponton' 'dentin' deswia of
Protein'
Target" = 'Molecule' OR 'Protein target'
Required modification' = Amino odd" 'PMMMI' residue is 'prnttnmukHpnti mwd^kmtkm'
'Activity modification' = 'Amino add' 'Pwirim' residue
ia'ptmarmwU&nd medificitien'
BIND RULE: 'Mirdmotif binds Target'
MODIFICATION RULE: 'Minirnotif is modified by the
'enzyme activity' of the 'Protein target' fse#vi> smn/iastion'J.

22
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TRAFFIC RULE: 'Minimotif fa trafBdced by Target' to REQUIRED RULE: GKFC in peptide It required for cell
'Cellular compartment' OR "Minimotif' fa trafficked to adhesion [31 ].
'Cellular compartment'
JVManlviif jaaaoai ono MipianlBnVflijQn

REQUIRED RULE- "Minimotif fa required for X3vmkd
Pnwcsi' OR 'OfetlarPraou'
Syauw £*Mnptei
BIND RULE: (tLbaxtNPxY (tyrosine 497 residue is photphorytated) in Interieuldn 4 receptor binds PTB domain
ofIRS-1 (281.
MOOfHCATJON RULE: GRG in myelin basic protein U
modified by the N argtnioc methyiitian activity of
PRMT1 (Aqdnine 107 is methylated) (29).
TIMfnC RUU: WHTL ki Synaptotagmin ii traffkked to
synaptic veaida (JO].

The minimotif syntax was abstracted as a conceptual data
model which was used to derive logical and physical data
models. An entity-relationship (ER) diagram of our conccptual data model is shown in Figure 1. The primary
objects in the ER diagram are the Mwimotif (greenI ActmMM (orange), and Target (Cyan), each of which contains
details regarding their attributes. Each MmmaHf has a
sequence and may have s modification (eg, tyrosine
phosphorylation ta BIND RULE). AD kttmmoifi are in
proteins which may have orthologuea and domains. Each
Minatwfty"can ham a Target which U a moiecuk (Protein,
Nudek add and small molecule are molcnika; cyan).
Molecules are in cell compartments. The Tm&t has two
relationships with the Mmimoif (orange): modifieB refers

tttp-bmm b«medDentraljcanWW71-216«10/3aO
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ComDartnent

Cellular Process

Muclaic Acid

11 MolMttl*

Modification

of a
are cyan. There are praperOei of a MmfiAtmffTmgH m die dMaban that are act

Sequence

in thli rfmrapnnl

lo a chance in chenuniy of the MtmmoOf,tinsthe T*raat
nan enzymemtoBciae(MODIHES RULE) For example,
a Mia una/that • cut by a protease n chemically modified
by an enzyme The Tarns' can abx> bind the Umtmobf
(BIND RULE) InthecaaewheieaTaTBKiiicaeculeisnot
known, the Mourn*/ may berequiredforaome Actmtf ai
m the REQUIRED RULE above The TRAFFIC RUIE a not
repstaented m ihu <bafram, but a Mmnwn/ • trafficked
by a Tarjat from one cell compartment to another: the Tares! need not be knownforthe TRAFFIC RULE.

We have previouslyreportedthe MnM 2 database which
contami more than 5000 mmunob& | 2 | We haw: now
refactored the MnM 2 databaae to uae controBed vocabutana Theae mdude the One OntoloBr (GO, the Acomly
term name* and id'i for common molecular ftmcDonaL
NCBI Taxonomy for id'i and apeaea (tames, NCBI Conaerved Domain Databaae (COO. the names and idenofien
for protem domama m mobf Taraefe). NCBI Refaeim
Secuenco (RerSeo; for Taraat and Mu—way aource protein name* and Ida), Hunan Proteoroe Omamzanon
(HUPO. for expenmental evidence t u n a and KTI), PMMod for poat tranaUOonal rrKxmVatiant of MHiiiUft,
The pbyaKai implementation of the datahaac a shown in
and Ihe Protein databank (FOR,foracceaaion ntimben for
Rgure2 Thedeanmofthenunmonf relationaldatabase
protem
structure filei) The newrelationaldatabaae that
•horn an imenemon table (mimfjomct) of the MuwnpOf. Aamtf, and Tarj* tablet. Each minanoofin the data- mei these controlled vccabutanei enforces, nonnanaes,
rJieaimiaicmfaeinarraca
base table baa *a own apeafic attnbutes auch ai miiumotif ailrpaira, and txprjcttly defines
Details concerning the **-*iJ—r are in Methods
type (comensui lequence or instance), a atnictuTe from
the Profem Dau Rank, an affinityforthe KhmmoUffTtr^t
complex, and puboshed expenmental tedimquei that
The mimmotna in the Mimmouf Mmer (MnM) databaae
support the UimmadffAclmlffTmp* rdabomhip
were refactored and implemented m MnM 2 | 2 | Our
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idintffiedbyKlectmgthiidcaiainfromtlieCDOcontrolled vocabulary for domajm |24| Many minonoaf
attribulo can be queried from tlni page.
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modal hi MySQL. Raalloflaltipi betwnen ttbmt ire
in dBssnoancy on anodMr taste. Aordeorfanrnt the

Once the query xymon uuaed to retrieve and group primary mimmotif data (inatances), interpretations of thu
data are often the next atep in rnmimotif anarysa. The
•Herpnaalkmi of thu data moat commonly reported in
the literature are conaeneui aequencea, PSSMa, and croupB I B of familia of mimmotin. these can be automancaOy
ceneraled baaed on query reaikx generated by the aforementioned query xyatem
Often a angle laboratory doea an rqiennvrnt that identineaacoiiaeriauaaequeiice, PSSM or grouping. MoMrtoia
mdrvidualtnitarKzxaaieportedmtriehleratUTcawellai
mfened conaenan aequencea aa repotted by the authoo.
Our new query page hat the advantage that comemui
anqurnrri, PSSMa or famtliaof matib can be generated
from uaer-aekxted m l a i m n bom one or more independent anidtea. Thtu, thia tool can be uaed 10 atudy groupingi.
conaenwa aequencea, and PSSMa, which can vary agnificantly between difleiqil audiea. Once grouping! of
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initancei are selectedfromthe new query page, users can
then generate rmwnwM sequences or PSSMs.
Cnapmg SHI Domain sanrfkv Mlnsnoqfs
There are many advantages expected to be gained by the
use of a stand arclzed minknotif syntax and query system.
One such advantage is the atapnfied dustering of data
within the database based an these new syntactical rules.
As a case example, we classified 1363 SH3 binding minimotifs queriedfromthe MnM 2 database. We selected this
collection of data because of both the large number of
reported SH3 binding rninimotifa and the growing
number of reported comma a sequences {e.g. PxxP, ItsxPxxP, and PxxPxx |KR]}. We posed a number of questions
which would have been difficult to address without the
syntax, but which are now easily addressed by querying
the new relational database: Which SH3 consensus
sequences are moat common! How many SH3 binding
consensuses are present in different instances? Do SH3
munmotifs bind to the same ske? Ii there a residue prefeomcefor degenerate positions?

ht^:/A«m.bnnie<ioentraLooin/1471-2104^(V360

tionships of the binding sites of the different nnnimonu
by adding the sidechain bonds of the conserved residue
positions and backbone atoms for each minimotif. For
two structures we were only able to identify the binding
sites baaed on nudear magnetic resonance chemical shift
mapping experiments [34,35].

Our analysis revealed that although SH3 domains are
most commonly discussed for their ability to bind PxxP
containing peptides, members of the SH3 domain family
bind several different consensus sequences and have specialized structural interfaces. Of the 10 minimotif groups,
many used different binding pockets on the SH3 domain.
Fourminimotift bound in a similar region to the standard
PxxP binding ske (SxcPxxP, BxeB, PxxxPR, and KPTVY).
The BxxB (B = bask) shares only one of two binding pockets with PxxP as previously noted [36,37]. Two of the
motifs (lbsxPxxP and PxxxPR) were found to bind in two
different orientations with the peptides flipped ~180' in
the binding sites. Two other consensus sequences bound
previously identified alternative sites not near the PxxP
site, and two bad no structural information. This analysis
confirms the distinction of the minimotif dusten derived
A number of these questions had already been answered
in an mi hoc fashion, but our goal in this case study was to by the sequence based-analysu.
address these questions in a systematic manner. Additional details for this analysis are provided [see Additional Most SHatfDsncsnonsdsng pspesasa n o w SJSBKSPJS
fikl|.
Unto recently, BxxB, PxxxPR, and several other types of
The groups of SH3 binders were extracted by custom SQL SH3 binding munmotifs were not known. Given that
there were 10 different types of SH3 binding consensus
statements filtering Mtnsnonjs by type (consensus vs.
instance), Tar/tt (SH3 containing proteins), and ArtMty mmimonfs, we wanted to know to what extent did previ(binds). This resulted in 1363 (741 unique) SH3 binding ously studied Uganda have multiple consensus sequences.
We designed a query (query 9) that assessed how many
mimmolifs, which could further be segregated into 69
consensus sequences were present in each kgand excludconsensus sequences and 672 mstanrr*. These sequences
ing the pairing of PxxP with JtxxPxxP and PxxPx [KRJ
were compared inside our database for sfaxularirr baaed
because these minimotus are children of PxxP.
on the Shannon Information Content akmladty metric as
implemented by the Comparimotif library [3 2|. TMs analysis resulted in 10 mtaimotsf groups that describe all SH3 The avenge number of minimotsf mnsmsa per 5H3 ligbinding nnnimotiu in the database (Hgure 3). Details
and was 2 3 indicating a tendency for each ngand
concerning the (Insuring analysis, queries, and results
sequence to have multiple SH3 consensus sequences, m
that lead to the distinct minimotif groups are provided
the most extreme examples the SPTPPPVPRRGTHT,
(see Additional file 1J.
QPPVPSLPPRNIKP, KKPPPPVPKKPAKS, WtPPVPPH and
RSAPPPV'PKKPAKG Uganda each have five of the 10 different SH3 binding consensus sequences. For each conStiuctnral analysis of SHI lejands
sensu] sequence, we have also reported the percent
In order to better understand how these 10 SH3 binding
mini motif groups went related to each other, we analyzed ambiguity in Figure 3 which is the percentage of each mtnimotafforwhich there are multiple consensus sequences.
their known SHJ/ttgand complex structures. We queried
ft is obvious from this analysis that a high proportion of
the Minimotif Miner database and located representative
pnrvious SH3 binding experiments assessed Uganda with
structures for eight of the 10 groups. The fit function of
Motmo) was used to align the backbones of the eight SH3 potential to have multiple ligand binding modes. Thus,
dnmairtsusing 6residi WB in thefll sheet 4 residues in the the majority of SH3 binding data may be subject to
ambiguous interpretation (Figure 3). In interpreting many
310 beta and 6 residues in the 04 sheet |33|. The root
pKvious SH3 binding experiments, new hgand binding
mean squared deviation (RMSD) for alignment of the
backbone irajduea in these regions was 0.9 A indicating a modes may now need to be considered in the experimental interpretation. Our database contains only SO of the
good alignment (Hgure 2). We then examined the rela-
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charges of basic and add roidues assuming a neutial pH.
Of nine other groups of roinimotifs with common
domain targets in MnM 2 only muumotiis far Calmodulin (n = 31) and 14-3-3 (n = 44) had net positive charges
of 3.0 ± 1.3 and 1.0 ± 0.9, RspeOhrety; PDZ (n = 10691
SH2 (n = 952), kinase (n = 206), PTB (n = 168), proteate
(n = 93), FHA {n = 67} WW (n = 27) and phosphatase (n
= 25) domain* had Uganda or substrates with an average
neutral or net negative charge.
Collectively, these query results strongly suggest that
known SH3 peptide Uganda have a more positive overall
charge than proteins in the human proteome. It is important to note that when reatn^irig the SH3Mgand query to
ncm-BxxB sequences, the average iigand charge was still
+2.2 ± 1.2. Only II of the 1363 sequences had a neutral
or negative charge and several of these were for
WxrxRorLE and PsxDY mmirnotuX which have few
instances in the dataset
Discussion

We have developed a syntax with a set of rules that
describes the more than 5000 rninimorH* in the MnM
database. Whik this syntax is complete for the data currently managed by MnM, we will actively continue to
develop and expand this model to support additional
types of data. The syntax is important because it enables
the use of controlled vocabulsdes through denned rules,
integration with other types of databases, exchange of
data between rmnimonf databases, and the ability to
address difficult quest inns that are facilitated through
mining of minimotif data-

Current approaches for defining the covalent chemistry of
minimotifs are not without Imitations, beyond the posttransiational modifications discussed earlier. The most
commonly used representation of a motif is a consensus
sequence. Tbe definition of the word consensus does not
necessitate that all members of a group conform, thus
consensus sequences, while having the advantage that
they can be used to group a number of instance*, can also
introduce ambiguity. For example, Calmodulin binding
mmimottfi have several members that do not conform to
consensus sequences (39].
We have decided not to model a relationship between
instances and their consensus sequences because these
can be reconstructed through database queries that use a
wider set of data. However, this approach remains to be
tested with rigor and consensus sequences with nonconforming members may prove difficult There are likely to
be other ways that consensus sequences are limiting, for
example, our SH3 rninimotif analysis suggests that this
binding rninimotif should have an overall positive charge,
which can not be represented by s consensus sequence.
Furthermore, our semantics currently rely on consensus
sequence definitions and our syntax does not support
PSSMs. While a thorough discussion of sequence definition limitations is beyond the scope of this paper, we
expect that through continued annotation using our
standardized syntax we will able to identify all anomalies
in our model and adjust it accoidmgly.
Through our work on mkiimodfa, we recognized a
number of other important limitations that win need to
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be addressed in the future. Several attributes of minimotifa could be modelled better. For example, some Targe*
of nutifs are complexes, rather than single proteins. Furthermore, a apedfic structural confbrmation of a protein
may be apedfictoaM*MM«jfor Target. Wherever possible
we have tried to use controlled vocabularies, but a
number of attributes could expand on this theme. We
could better use vocabruaiies for activities and subcellular
locahzatiorii from the CO database. However, we have
recognized that all rninimout and perhaps mrdffntar
activities,fitinto the general categories of binds, modifies,
or traffic*, a bask grouping of function not implemented
in GO. Anas names of proteins also present a problem
with redundancies, but mis is a problem endemic to many
biological databases. While many previous minunouf
descriptions in the Mterature use dements of the syntax we
propose, the syntax is not always structured the same way,
making automated annotation or teirruduring of previous literature difficult Finally, there is no guarantee that
all future mJnimotif functions we identify wil fit in our
model.
We have shown that implementation of the syntax is usenil. Our anatysu of SHJ binding minimotifs identified
over 1000 minimotui that duster into 10 major groups.
The majority of these croups bound to a similar site but
the specific contacts in the interaction were generally not
conserved between groups. Thus, it seems that whQe the
evolutionary pressure for binding to the SH3 domain is
strong, the precise mechanism of binding can vary. This
SH3 mini motif analysis emphasizes the necessity of
standardizing minimotif semantica and sequences in a
well-modeled database with a query system that can be
used to manage data from a collection of related studies.
The data-driven classification provides a solution to
grouping minimotifa based on a broad collection of
experiments with reduced bias towards any individual
peptide screen or study. The semantic! and relational
database are important in this process because a large
amount of data can be normalized and because sequence
similarity is not the only indkator of functional similarity.
For example, PLPP and SKSKDRYY possess similar activitiei even though they do not ah are a single residue in common [40^11.
Conclusion
Information inconststency f f f a g from informal semantia is always a limitation for data integration. The munmotif semantics described here, along with the data model
and its implementation, enable the computation of functional equivalence between minimotifa This linguistic
scheme is aunQar to one recently suggested by Gimona
J42J.
The syntax wil facilitate many types of computational
analyses of mmimotrfs. We are now able to generate ape-

Mlp:/teww.bicmMi0HitraLoain/1471-2164/1IV3e0

dfic subsets of data based on any of the 22 attributes of
mmimntifa. For example, the database facilitates refining
sequence definitions similar to the recent refinement of a
sumoylation minimotif [43). The normalized syntax will
allow exchange of data with other databases, reduce
rrrhinrianrira, and provides aframeworkfbrfuaue annotatians. The syntax also fadbtates minimotif classification, as donefarSH3 domain binding minimotifi in this
paper.
Methods
Patap—tPsshpi

Our theoretical modd of minimotif semantica is only useful if his logically understood by a machine, thus the reason why we buOt a odational database. It is typical to
implement database relationships in ways which exceed
the complexity of the theoretical data modd on which
they are based (for performance and practicality reasons).
Because many Targ** can also be MmmaHf containing
proteins, and the three Minimotifftetu4tj/T*r&t components are only related by experimental work, many additional tables were needed to link information for these
components.
Full database documentation is provided (see Additional
file 2). Since the moat important dements of our database
are those which directiy modd the semantica, a mapping
between our conceptual modd and its physical implementation is provided in s table in Additional file l.The
physical modd also inch idea many other federated data
sources which are not in die conceptual modd such as the
gene alias names (ref_hornologene_2_gene_auaa), and
minimotif
annotation
literature
sources
(motiLsouicejpubrnedsource) which are linked to the
reCpubrnedsource table (not shown). More information
rrganting theserelationshipsis in Additional file 2.
Additional tables in the database were used for data mining. For example, Motif_source_motif_group groups
minimonf_source recosds and »f_s«iilnnjriii is a table
of all ammo adds. The motif table contains the minimotif
amino add sequence and any post-traiulanrmal modiflcstion to the sequence. Each minimotif is associated with
one motiOoiure record, which is an intersection point
for two refjnolecule records (one being the minimotif
containing protein, and one biting the molecule type of
the target which the minimotif acts upon). The target is
optional depending on the annotation rule.
Each refjnolecule entry can be optionally associated with
dther a RefSeq protein and/or a HomoloGcne duster, and
additionally may have a refjdomain record (which is a
federation of the NCB1 Conserved Domain Database
(CDD)) [24]. These chasten are important because many
minimotif functions axe conserved across species bound-
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MimoSA: a system for minimotif annotation
Jay tyas", Ronald J Nowlingt', Thomas Meusburger2, David Sargeant3, Krishna Kadaveru1, Michael R Gryk',
Varna Kundeti3, Sanguthevar Rajasekaran^and Martin R SchiHer*1-2

Abstract
Backgrounds Minimotifs are short peptide sequences within one protein, which are recognized by other proteins or
molecules. While there are now several minimotif databases, they are incomplete. There are reports of many minimotifs
in the primary literature, which have yet to be annotated, whi le entirely novel minimotife continue to be published on
a weekly basis. Our recently proposed function and sequence syntax for minimotifs enables us to build a general tool
that will facilitate structured annotation and management of minimotif data from the biomedical literature.
Results: We have built the M imoSA application lor minimotif annotation. The application supports management of
the Mi nimotif Miner database, literature tracking, and a nnotation of new mi nimotifs. Mi moSA enables the visualization,
organization, selection and editing functions of minimotifs and their attributes in the MnM database. For the literature
components, Mimosa provides paper status tracking and scori ng of papers for annotation tfi rough a freely available
machine learning approach, which is based on word correlation. The paper scoring algorithm is also available as a
separate program, TextMine. Form-driven annotation of mi nknotrf attributes enables entry of new minimotifs into the
MnM database. Several supporting features increase the efficiency of annotation The layered architecture of MimoSA
allows lor extensitxl ky by separating the functions of paper scoring, m inimotif visualization, and database
management MimoSA is readily adaptable to other annotation efforts that manually curate literature into a MySQL
database
Conclusions: MimoSA is an extensible application that facilitates minimotif an notation and integrates with the
Minimotif Miner database. We have built MimoSA as an a pplication that integrates dynamic abstract scori ng with a
high performance relational model of minimotif syntax MimoSA's TextMine, an efficient paper-scoring algorithm, can
be used to dynamically ran k papers with respect to context.
Background

Mtaimotni arc short peptide sequences tint are the recognition dementi for m u y protein Auctions. These
short sequences are responsible for protein imterscoon
istteimcesiawoMnffottier proteins (or molecules) in eels,
trafficking proteins to specific cemular compartments, or
serving as the basts for enzymes to post-trsnslarioriauy
modify the minimotif sequence At present, many mininv
ctif instuces and consensus sequences are collected into
a wide spinning act of relatively smal databases such is
MnM, ELM, Domino, PepCybec and ScuSke [1-51
Most databases focus on specific subsets of minimotifs.
For example, Phoapho-ELM has merged with Phospho• ComnptmSma mrtHKNtntufetdii
< Doptrtmem of Mokcufat MfcrobUl ind Souciuril Bbiogy, UHwnnycf
Gxvwctlout HaJthGrnn* 213 F»mng«wi Aw bimhgkix CT Dt03>-3XS
USA
* Contributed oqiuiV
Fill M of x t f n intxmMon k DUWM * eaanl of * • artldt

o

Base as a database mat focuses on usances of phosphorykstkm an proteins [6]. Likewise, ScuSke largely
rrw<yiinuss on protein intersctkm ntinintorJci for i
smal subset of domains, m addition to these databases,
recent yearn have seem increased publcatiom rates of high
throughput studies that generate sriminotif dstn. Despite
tins growth in isunnnatiom, many of the reported minimarJf attributes have yet to be integrated into any database.
The goal of the MnM project is to integrate weB-structured data far • set of denned attributes of minimotifs ins
single, non-redundant daa repository with high accuracy. The Dumber of reports of nuakmotifs in the literature has continued to grow since the late 1980*s, recently
with more rapid grown due to high throughput functional peptide screens. Previously, we showed that the
several thousand smnisnotifs in MnM can be dhcretized
into a structured syntax which cam be duectiy enforced
and modeled in a relational database [L7]. Through thh
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process, we recogaized the seed for » system that manages mJnknotif aniwtation, whick woaJd help identify
papers, reduce the time required fa manual aenotsHon,
reduce errors, dupMcMkau and aatiguitiei, and sidi in
matntmanre of the database.
Currently, there ire no bkaafonutki took designed
far annotating lajairaorift from the btentnre. Moat
reported annotiboii inethoaatogiet concentrate mamty
on geaomei ind proteome icale dati [8-10]. A proposed
strati fkutioa of annotation efibris refers to eeqnencebaied annotation at theflrrtdimension of genome annotation whick definea components [11]. The second
ojramskta can be coruidered those annotatkni that
focui on componeat interactions. Thia is exemplified by
the haunan kmocne and other typei of functional annotation in the SwksProt and Entrez Gene databaiei [1113].
Annotation of minlmotifc can be conaidered a second
ftajpaa^^frlan; flUlOtjaQOaL

fa considering whether to design a novel miairaotif
annotatioa system or adapt an existing annotation lyatem
used far another purpose, we Identified a number of
requirements to facilitate accurate, noa-redomdant, and
efficient aanotathm of anaimotif kteratnre. We wanted
the system to inter&ce wth a relational database that
enforces controlled vocabularies from external databases
and eliminates duptkatkn. The system should be able to
read, write, and edit eatries in a database. The system
should display papers that have been and sre yet to be
annotated, u well as support database-driven machine
tearmag that scores papers for anaiaiotif content, paper
aortiag, amd paperfittering.The system should asm have
the ctpabuty to track annotationsfrommultiple anaotators. Finely, the system should be capable of accepting
thefine-grainedinformation content of mmknotifs, in a
structured aad comprekesiaive manner.
Despite advances m management and miatag of scientific kreratnre, no tool existed that met the requireaaeots
werequiredfor accurately annotating moumotif data. For
example, each of the existing annotation took) such as
MIMAS, Textpresso and Biorat only sddresses a sublet of
the aboverequirements[14-16].
In that paper, we describe MimoSA, a Mlmmotif System to Annotatkm designed for managing and facilitating minimotif snnotatkm. MhnoSA alows farminimotifcentric amah/sis of PubMed abstracts and annotation of
mmhmotits. MknoSAs contents are entiretf database
driven, thus enabling ks adaption as an annotation tod
far other mfornusnoa spaces that require extraction of
mfamistioafromthe primary nterature.
Implementation

We present the geaeiaazable architecture and onplementatiauof MimoSA, an application, wmdi alkiws ramtaaorJf annotations to be entered, reviewed, edited, approved

hge2of»

by multiple users, and disseminated through the pubncalty-nvailable MaM web application. We aku describe s
aeoeranzable paper-scoring algorithm and its implementation for rinkmg pipers that contain iranhnotim, By
embedding this methodology into MimoSA, PubMed
abstracts can be scored and associated papers can be
ranked based on the presence of mknmotif iaformatiou
content.
MhmoSA was developed in Java tllff^yiiWn.OBB » *
interfaced with a MySQL database htrp;/ft»wwiinra|l.
con} using the Hibernate cbject-ceamonal mapper h£n^£
UTM^hit^n,^. « ,

M f c ^ S A w . . tr.Sk tn. W - * ~

wtrt.

the MaM relational database, whick has been expanded
to mdndc the ability to stare information about papers to
be annotated and the relationship! between raiaimotif
annotations and their source papers [7]. The graphical
user interface (GUI) was developed using Swing kJtpi£
Java Maxom/docs/bnoki/rntDrialAiiiwma. Supporting
application! used for online data processing were also
developed in fave. These appkeatinns identify new keywords aad terms used to highlight text in the abstract display window and download content and metadata from
PubMed for papers added into the system. For these features, we haverehedextensively on the PubMed Application Programming Interface (APT) and Remote Procedure
Call (BPQ library.
Unkke other annotatkm and text turning systems, the
data artifacts produced by MhmoSA are accessible by an
APL whkk is syntax-driven and strongly typed. This
alows to higk-prediion annotation of artklei that is not
coupled to any one data repository. Thus, MknoSA may
easily be configured, for example, to save annotations to
an XML document or text file by simply modifying the
data access layer implementation.
The generality of tile MimoSA appnestion enable! its
adaptation to other databases and other knowledge
domains, Tula was a consideration made during the
development of MimoSA, so as to more broadly enable
adaption to otherbioinformutics projects.
Results
MaaoSA prototype design

The prknary function of MimoSA is to support the process of annotating functional mmomotict and their metadata from the primary knratnre. Secondary functions
include minim bring user errors and data redundancy,
improving annotation efficiency throughtechniquessuch
at automated motif/activty/target suggestions, aad aiding in the identification of papers containing ramhnotif
content through a machine learning-based ranking system. MhmoSA features dJstmct componenti and algorithms, which streamline these processes.
The general annotation workflow is as fohowi (see Fig.
1): Using the MimoSA client software, the inantstor
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accesses the aervcr housing the MnM database. The user
aelecti a paper for annotation using the Paper Lift
Viewer. Selection of a paper automatically triggers the
opening of the Abstract Viewer aad the Mmumotif Annotation Form and directa aa external web browaer to
online versions of the abstract aad full text paper, if available. Bated on the mmnnatiaa in Ac viewers, the Minimotif Annotation Form ia used to modify aa existing or
enter a new snmlsnottf annotation, which ia then committed to the database. The annotation atataa of the paper is
updated aaiaf the Paper Tracker Form
The components of MimoSA can be broken ap into
three faactioaal categories: MnM databue nunagement
took*, minitnotif anootatkn tooia, aad paper management tools. Deacriptions of each caanponent follow.
The databue management took consist of a miaimotif
browaer and a aiiabnotif edtor. The nunknotif browaer
shown ia Fig. 2A displays all anaiaiotif annotation! in the
MnM database and associated attributes in a scrollable
window that alio displays the total anmber ofmifntnotifs,
A Paper Browaer ia accessedfroma tab and gives a bat of
papers that need annotation. From the paper or minimotif browsers, a Muumotif Anootatkn Form can be
lunched by doable cocking a row to enter a new or modify an existing minimotif annotation (Hg. 2B-2D). This
opens a tabbedframewhere al the mkumotif attributes
are displayed and can be added or changed. Miaimotif
annotation* can be selected for exportation as GomauSepanted Vane (CSV) files Cor external manipulation.
Likewise, aa import Auction aOowi import from a CSV
file. The nsiairanrif annotatkms in the browser can be
sorted based on a number of different attributes from a
drop-down mean.
The miaimotif annotatioa tools coaatst of the Minimotif Annc4atkmrbnx, the Abstract Viewer, and die Protein

P^e 3ofl»

Sequence Validator. Multiple forms can be displayed at
once. On the Minimotif Anantation Form, mere it a
"done" reaction, which opens a aew iaataace of the form
pre-nHed with all of the mmimotif-syiftctical attributes
except the minimotif s sequence and position. This is
intended to facilitate more efficient annotatkm of highthroughpot papers for minknetif discovery (e.g. phage
display), where several attributes of araiannnrtfare varied in a controlled fashion, thai generating a broad landscape of aimiktf anaisnorifs with subtle variations [ 17,18].
To assist the aanotator infiningout the torso, multiple
types of rapport are provided. Doubb-chckkig on any
entry field in the form wiD display a context rnena that
gives the suggested choices based on relevant content la
the MnM database. Ia the Modification tab, selecting a
modification from the context menu wut populate a different field in the farm with a PS-MOD accession anmber. The Abstract Viewer (Fig. 3A) automatically displays
the PohMed abstract of paper oat has been selected and
highnghta keywords and terms in different colore based
on attribute entries in the database. The coloring scheme
is mkumotif (purple), activity (blue), target (orange),
putative minitnotif (red), affinity (yellow), protein domain
(green); if the word "motif" ia present, it is beaded. Selection of a paper with a right dick alto opens the abttract
on the PubMed web site and a lull text version of the
paper, if available, in a web browser. This enables efficient
access to full text papers and to other NCBI data using
the "Links" hyperlink. Linked data of interest to the annotatnr includes structure aad RefSeq accession numbers.
Another compos eat that assist* annotators ia the Protein Seqaeace Validation function (Fig. 3B). Oace aa
accession number has been entered, the protein sequence
is summaries By retrieved from a local version of public
databases such as NCBI and displayed in the Proona
Sequence Wiadow. Once waded, the position of the mmimotif in the protein sequence it boMed. This ensures
that the minimotif is indeed present in the selected protan.
The paper management tools consist of the Paper
Browser, Paper Status Wiadow, and Paper Ranking components, which are addressed latex The Paper Browaer
shown in Fig. 4A can be used to manage mflhons of
papers. The Paper Browser displays metadata about the
PubMed sbstracts of al papers entered into a table of the
MnM databue. The metadata includes PubMed ID,
authors, affiliation, journal, publication year, comments,
tracking status, paper score, tide, URL, abstract, and
databue source, A paper score (dkcuseed later) ia used u
t default sort parameter, although the entire table can
also be sorted by PubMed ID, paper status, PubMed identifier, pabncatkiB year, or Journal using a pulldown menu.
Since the able containing papers hat more than 120,000
tuples, only the first 1,000 results of soy sort are shown.
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which contribute toramhnottfdefinitiont may either me
The workflow for this phase consists of the folowing
peptides or m l length proteins. We think it it ftaportart steps: We start with disjoint seta P, K and 7" of abstracts,
to specify this ai an attribute since die two sources repre- which an positive, aegative, or not reviewed for minimosent very different chemical enttiei. Finally, we have tif content, respectively. Let W be the ordered term vec•tilted wring P9-MOD and GO controlled vocabularies tor found by taking al significant words (e.g. words like
for indicating activities and poit-trandational modifica- the", "of", "new" etc., that have no discnann&mry valie
between P and A/) from the documents of sets P and N.
tions of nmiiuwlas.
For each word w in W and each article a in P we divide
sdenttrkaoon of papers with mManoof content
the number of instances of w by the sire of s this is the
The MuM database oontainsnunypapenthat werepre- enrichment of w in a. Then, we nun these enrktmunti
vkmirf aniictatedtor nynomotifcoBtent.butnunymare over all P and divide by the stte of P to obtain an overal
papers have yet to be annotated. PubMed contains wel enrichment of **, We repeat this over set Aft and subtract
over 19 minion abatmcti of scientific papers. Only thoie the result from wp to arrive upon a "score" for word w,
papen that have minimotif content are useful lor annota- which ranges from -1 to 1. Higher values indicate more
tion. Ourfirstapproach to pare down the paper Hit used positive aisodstion withrajnjrnorlfcontent We now
keyword aearchei to identify papen, which were likely to have a vector of decimal "scores', which ass the same
contain eainunotJf content; however; mil approach wai duneasioaai W, with one entry per tern in the term vecnot efficient Therefore, we developed new strategies and tor. Call this vector 5.
an efficiency metric for the evaluation and conpaiiaon of
Now, we compute a score for each unknown paper by
theae strategies (tee Additional FUe 1).
combining word scores. This phase consists of the foOowWe inltlaMy evaluated six general itrategkei: Keywords/ ing steps.
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), date restriction, for1) Scan through the paper (or abstract) to count how
ward and reverse dtstkws, authors with affinationn, and many times each word w of 9/occurs in this article.
irurumotif regular exravurions. A detailed deacription of
2) Construct a vector v of al values from (1) in which
the strategies and resmlts are preiented in Additional Fue the order corresponds with S.
1. These strateglei were evaluated using a Minimotif
3) Compute the correlation between v and S and obtain
Uentificatlon Efficiency (MIE) scare, which is denned as a Pearsons correlation coefficient pc for each paper If X
the percentage of papen that cant ant niinirnotJfs. Couec- and Y are any two raadom variables, then the Pearson's
tJvety, theae strategies provided i list of appraxhnatety correlation coefficient between X and Y is computed as
120.000 abstracts, of which ~30% were expected to conMlEE^ZEXl
where « z ia the expected value ofX *v
tain minlmotirs baaed on extnpoutlon.
is the expected vakie of Y, «rxu the standard deviation of
X and o r u *•* atandard deviation of Y.
4) Thus, we have now computed s 'score" of the article,
We wanted to aeon and rank theae papen as a means to
better identify the -30% that contain niinimotifi and which ia the Pearsons correlation coefficient between the
develop a strategy for scoring a l Pub Med papers that can scored words from the training set W and respective
be used forfiitureaurntenance oftheMnM database. To enrichments of those words in the article n.
The Paper Scormg (PS) algorithms paendo code is prorank papenforrntaimotifcontent we dealgnedthe Paper
Scoring (PS) algorithm and trained the algorithm aamg vided in the Additional File 1. The correlation coefficients
atmemred data for defined paper sets in the MnM data- for the lexemes range from -1.000 to 1.000. This score
positively correlates with the presence of minimotif conbase.
The baak problem of interest can be stated as blows: teat, st expected.
given a research artlde (or an abstract), automatically
Paperrankingand evaluation of the paper scoring
rank the article by its UkeHhood of containing s mmimoalnorMan
ttf. We used a subset of papen u a training actfortramThe algorithm above ia packaged as an independent
lag the PS algorithm. Each article in a research article
apphcsrJc^TextMme.wUcfacanbeuiedmconjunctkin
coUectioa A, which is uaed for training, it read by hand
whhMimoSA (or as a standalone open source Java appnand given a score of either 0, tndlrariag that the paper
cetion which can be integrated with any annotation or
does not contain iwntmorln, or 1, indicating that the analysis pipeline). For the test set, we selected 91 new
paper has at lean one minimotif. A siirulax algorithm his articles, which we determined to either have or not have
been employed to characterize unknown mlcroorganiarai mmimnrsf content and were disjoint from the training
[19]. A cradal difference between the PS algorithm and sets. The basis for al testing of the TextMme appiicatkm
that of Goh, e* at, in that the PS algorithm provides an was derived from correlations of TextMme scores to this
ordering of the papers instead of using afitterthreshold.
let
Design and trebling of the TextMne tnuoilumi that scores
papenfornanmoOf content

VyMft4S»ri«MtanMtk>20IQ,11i32I

The TextMine website and packafe provide! a teat data
act which reproduces oar analysisfara let of teat papers
The current version of MunoSA, utilizedforMnM annotation, uses scares fron TextMine calculated for 120.000
abstracti far paper sorting.
Paper scoring algorithm and training act stae
Since the purpose of the ahjortthm is iiotiiniprv to isak
papers, but rather, to rank papers with increasing lensitiviry over time, we evaluated the increaae in the algorithms efficacy with respect to larger training aeti. we
found that there w u a degree of variation depending on
training set size a, bat that overal, both positive and negative training dementi improved the performance (Table
2).
For use in testing TextMine1! performance relative to
the aire of the training set the appiicstkni package
inckidei an Iteration module, which allows for specification of the lire* of positive and negative training leti (thii
iteration package generated the data in Table 2). we
recorded the performance for incrementally increased
training let sizes, and noted thatai the number of either
positive or negative training documents increased, a
modest performance improvement w u observed. The
performance of the algcci&n is determined by the correlation coefficient between the calculated scores, between
-1 and 1, and on actual scare, between 0 and L
The table indicates that large increase! in the umber
of potibVe training artklei were comparable to small
increase! in the number of negative training articles, ultimately showing that both had modest increases in value
will set aim. A positive correlation coefficient between
positive or negative training sine and the algorithm performance was observed (0.52 and 046, respectively). The
correlation score between TextMine scorei and the training let icores showed modest increases with lire (ranging
from 059 to 0J66 when naing 40 negative and400 positive
abstracts).
The Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve ii n
itandard metric for visualizing the sensitivity and specificity of an algorithm, which differentiate! two populations, we have also included a ROC curveforthe highest
scoring training set, which had 400 positive and 40 negative artidei. We found that thU proportion wai not
required, and that significant correlations could also be
obtained with smaller data atees, ai previously deicribed.
Thin carve ii shown in Fig. 5, Notably, the area under the
curve wai above 0J9, indicating a high correlation
between the icore magnitude and the presence (1) or
absence (0) of a mkumotiC Thii data can be generated
using the TextMine package. The atepi for reproducing
this data are deicribed in the TextMine application pack-
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Became the general utihry of thii algorithm far exceed!
the field of minhnotif annotation, we have released TextMine ai a stand-alone application that is crosi-platform
and databaM-mdependeaL
Discussion

we have buit an application that facilitates annotation of
minimotinfromthe primary Iteratare, which we are currentiy using to populate a more comprehensive MnM
minimotif database. The application scores a act of papen
few mammotif content In principle, the TextMine score
can be used to score al PubMed abstracts for raiahaatif
content and can be used in the future for maintaining the
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The MunoSA appbcauon interfaces with a oormakzed
model of nammotif function, fanhtating noa-nxhinduit
annotation of mnumbfx. The MunoSA user mterhce
romhrnw a set of feature* that facaWale annotation;
inducing the browsing, sorting, creation, and modinraoon of na ni motif annotation entries. AdunvmaBy, inter
actm paper selecbon. a database driven MutmoUf
Aitoatauon Form and iterantre browser, nsntsjotBT attn
bote baaed markup and htaJMqdsaJaj of abatiactx,nV display of nammoof positions in proton sequences, and
muumotaT pnblirartnn aconng and status tracking.
MunoSA atao features an adaptive, database-drnen
paper-raabag strategy that can be used to tank papers
for niaaanotif content which, when combined wath the
paper trailing module, lepimiili an adaptive nyruach
to uteratare aconag sad content rating. The layered
archttecture. genenkabk* data model of nwnunotifmacbonakty, and datahaae dnven apphnnnn rrnnpomtiti
enable MunoSA to be readdy adaptedfarother molecular
annexation projects.

The unpasavntackNi of the paper •cortag-akaonthinaii
SQL Mood procedure n MunoSA automates iti execution and u amenable to farther machine learning development A static algorithm would haw required a word
: Miatmonf Systemforannotation
or file bat as input andrequiremama) meruuig of retnks
r rmmota.rjio-hKilat.cora, textinto the database Owhnataboa of the leztMine applinimeiiw-tooltat com
cation a that it does not directly control for type rjtaaug
4a): PlatJorm independent
That B, depending on the traanag aet we expect that
:tara
there u some ink of'weighting* wank heavily to bias
MySQL SO or taghet, tava Virprerioosrf seen content types. Instead of coiitroling far tual Machaie L6 or hujher.
this aotornabcaly, TextMuie outputs the scores of all calI ireuai Open Source
culated words n a i to enable oserinspecticm of now theu
Auyri all kHuuitauae: Iras paper Bunt be referenced
art lnftoences the alapnthm. This slows far
in any pobaexfjon that uses MhnoSA or TextMine, or any
i to the banana, aet oa a case-by apphcatioa that is developed based on Iheaeccm applications.
Although MunoSA was developed primarily for Minimob/annotatioa the PS algonthmforinaniig content in
papers has broader appBcabons. In conadenbon of t t
potential use. we have unplemenled it as a separate proSjtaXSsaalfwa l jutasaaaal metofUl appnadrifaririantilyrigpgisfln
waah iinmnju f miWa. aulwidaodiTBnuptjt anantt^and faiawujuB
graav TettMiae For other auiotabon purposes, correlanrpapaw aumnQaaaallaM
tion scores for indrndual words from a traunng aet of
arttdei already known to either contain, or not-ttuUain,
the desired nubrmation are calculated. This results in a
•a^NiridRJN<Bren<or«dmpnrJVatlcrijraloclnngdthciTBruEr^
rank order far several thouaeadsof words. For each angle m, SB. VK and I K was ate inafcni m odnng to rrarucnjx N TM. DS,
amde, the PS algorithm then cakalases a fausoa's Cor- and RM laaagnad and arfavnanbad tn« sftaora appfcatxn S», MRS, N and
lebtam Coefficient between two huge linear arts: the
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ABSTRACT
Raaktue conservation ia an important, established
method for a waning protein function, modularity
and apecalcty. M ia important to recognize that it
ia the SO apatai oriantaaon of raaiduaa that drives
sequence conservation. Considering this, wa have
bultt a new computational tool, VENN that slows
researchers to interactively and graphicaly finite
sequence homology onto surface representations
of protein structures. Our proposed tftratJon strategies reveal crilcal detals that are not readly Idantified using other existing tools. Analyses of a bis?
transcription factor and receptor recognition
of Rirobiaat Growth Factor using VBNN revealed
key specificity determinants. WebiMu httpc//
abtoolSjuchc^adu/Vann/.
MTHOOUCTtON
In order to gain insight into protein function, scientists
often compare orthologous protein ssquences (from
different species) to identify important residues that are
conaerved throughout evolution. However, sequence! are
only a ID representation of 3D proteins. In this context, it
is the spatial configuration of amino acids, not the protein
sequencefeaelT,which is under evolutionary pressure.
The 3D aspects of the conserved structural motif are not
readily decoded from a protein sequence. For example, a
binding surface or enzyme active site may have aeveral
conaerved residues spread over its entire sequence, but in
3D space the residues ate consolidated into a localized
binding surface.
Many tools such as BLAST have been developed for
generating sequence alignments (1). While computational
took such as ConSurf (2) and the Evolutionary Trace
Server (3) are very useful to viaualue sequence similarity
embedded on protein structure, fixed non-interactive
selection of simiar sequences limits their uaefukiesa.
This constraint can obscure details that are critical for

understanding proteins and protein famites. Here we
report VENN, a new program that addresses this imitation. Because it maps the intersect of sequence and structure to evaluate function, it is named after John Venn for
his work on Venn diagrams (41
RESULTS
VENN is a Java application interfaced to a local MySQL
database. Users begin by selecting a protein structure,
which is retrieved from the Protein Data Bank and displayed using the Jmol molecular viewer (http://www jmol
.org). A BLAST alignment identifies up to 500 putative
homologs. Users interactively select among these homologs, and the calculated amino acid conservation at each
position is mapped onto the protein structure as a heat
map. The application and help videos are at http://sbtools
.uchc.edu/venn/.
The VENN workflow is shown in Hguss IA. The user
loads the protein structure and sequence into VENN via
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) accession number (5).
Similar matches to the individual chain sequences (which
are putative orthologt or para logs) in the structure are
remotely retrieved from EBI (6) or localy via NCSI
using BLAST and stored in the local VENN database.
The user selects a set of sequences and initiates an alignment of thesefilteredsequences, shown in the alignment
display. Sequence conservation at each position is calculated from the sequence alignment and used to generate
a heat map that is used to color the protest structure in
the Jmol structural display window. The user can repeat
the filtration process selecting more, fewer, or different
groups of sequences to titrate the sequence homology
and map it onto the surface of the protein structure.
A screen shot of the structural display and alignment windows is shown in Figure IB.
We have identified four princqia! strategic* for using
homctog titration in VENN; users are encouraged to
create their own, novd titration protocols: (i) Select all
orthologs or paralogy choosing proteins with the came
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name can be mod far tbia aaalyaia. This allow* a aacr to
deteonme whkh icfioaa of the proteai are evobtioaariy
coaaerved (e.g. Figure 2A); (iO Select aMpjeaoai with aiavihr BLAST acore* that iadade dflfcaeat protein* fata*
dfteasat apcck*. Tah reveal* aaportant functional rite*
that are coaasrvcd ia protein familie* (eg. Figure 7B%
(Ui) Select ajmrady Attributed tequeaect with a wide
range of BLAST aoarea • adaMoa to identifying coaeervcd functional allea ia geae fiuailiea, nun m i i i n il
irajdwmcaa provide clue* to thcapccaVJty of family member* (e.g Figure* IB aad 2C* aad (w) Select
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that have low BLAST aeon* to reveal te modularity of
Auction*) aim ia protein* (eg. Figure 2D).
Todcmoaatatte the utility of VENN we explored theae
Soar ftratcgku by esaauaiag CCAAT^ahaneer-bindini
partem B (C/EBPB; FOB: IOU4), a tranicription motor
oT the bOP madly. The amcamtod BLAST aaahmt ideatiled SMG/BBPfi homcJog* for homology tltmtioa.
Coaapariag four ertholog* from human, bog, flounder
aad puflerflab ahow* high conaervation of akaoat all roridue* (Figure 2A). A* the uaer ttmtc* in the SO tMBicncci
with the Wghcat BLAST acore* repreacatiag QEBPfamly
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P^JW*
ftgmt 1 Hotaolosy itnttcm of C/EBPt aac« VENN. (A-D) Imeam from VENN l u l j arfC/BBPflhoeoodener (ICUfk e t a A •rinmiaetnj
lunar ajliem- ONA (green) end s bauaap oaorins code ft (Tester cuiUKiiii in ibon Rnidae caaemtkn eupi to patum C/EBPS
banatogi ire tfamnr (A) artfaciaBi torn four epecn. (B) banatogi ««h JO tejka* BLAST iaora. (Q any Mill eeqaeacc fran (fae Up 1*9
BLAST toorem. net ebon cbnn A (yelnr) with Vil 2*5 (eageau) end cfaun B (cysn). <D) oomparau to cat-cod reguni of hunu myami rod
cenkoeanil prates (HOkD») Amn indole tie dnenaaon ioterfur (cymn) ud V«i 215 in (fae DNA-hadng ate fynkw).
OL, R, 5 and y members from many species, functional sites
for coil-coil homodimerization and DNA binding emerge
(Figure 2B, cyan and yelow arrows, respectively). At the
dimeriation interface,residuesL306, N310, L313, L320,
E323, L324 and L327 are completely conserved among
distant homoiogs and form contacts at the dimcriatioD
interact Residues R278, N281, N282, A284, K287, S2M,
R289 and R295 comprise a DNA-binding site.
To identify differences among dosdy related members
of the bZJP protein family, we selected every 20th
sequence in the top 160 BLAST scores (Figure 2Q.
Withn the highly conserved DNA-binding site, V28S
(ydlow arrow) was poorly conasrved. Closer rumination
reveals that this residue is juxtaposed to a guanine base
in the DNA. A iterature searchrevealedthat this residue
is known to he •nportant for base selectivity in bZJP
transcription factors (7). m a similar type of analysis,
VENN was used to identify a similar recognition determinant among IS different PDF family members for
binding their receptors (Figure IB). Rom this analysis
we hypothesize that the critical Thr-Phe residues are specificity determinants for FGF receptor recognition of
FGF8 Uganda; this was previously recognized for FGFS
isoforms (8).
The BLAST results also revealed several myosins and
centrosomal proteins that are not thought to bind DNA,
which is supported by a VENN analysis. Mrneo the
conservation between these proteins is plotted onto the
transcription factor, it is dear that the coi-coil dimeriation interfaceremainsconserved while the DNA-binding
region is not (Figure 2D).
VENN has other unique capmbiities. VENN accommodates all protein chains in structures of protein complexes in a single analysis winch faciitates analysis
of midtiproteui complexes. VENN also provides different
sequence alignment strategies. A neutral sequence

alignment places no weight on any individual amino
acid, whereas a BLOSUM alignment weights residues
based on the BLGSUM62 matrix (9). VENN also offers
a paamctric sequence alignment where weights of alignment can he baaed on the existence of chemical and physical properties of amino acids (for instance, aliphatic,
aromatic, acidic, basic, polar). From the visualization perspective, VENN can he used to interactively identify and
color regions of protein by searchng for a regular expression. Thus, a user could search with 'P.F to identify any
motif that has two prolines separated by one residue.
Alternatively, by entering a single amino acid 'NT all
methionines can be colored. These features can be used
to examine the 3D location of conservation motifs or
residues

DISCUSSION
VENN is an interactive software application that alows
users to tMate and map sequence conservation onto
protein structures. VENN performs a type of conservation
analysis that is distinct from the many progesms
for pan-wise and multiple sequence alignments and from
programs such as DALI which is used to identify proteins
with simlar structural folds (10). Other programs
have been published that integrate sequence similarity
and protein structure to identify functional sites. VENN
it most simlar to ConSurf (2), Evolutionary Trace (3) and
HomolMapper (11), however VENN has a number of
important distnetions that enable new types of discovery.
For this section it is helpful to compare an analysis of
C/EBPB with VENN (Figure 2) to that with ConSurf
and Evolutionary Trace (Figure 3). HomolMapper has
much more Emited capabiitics.
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visualized in the context of its association win another
molecule as exemplified by the conserved residues juxtaposed to a DNA molecule in the structure of the
C/EBPB:DNA complex (Figures 2 and 3). Each chain
must be analyzed indmdualy with Evolutionary Trace.
While ConSurf can display multiple chains, analysis of
muitiprotein complexes is slowed by the fact that only
one chain at a time can be analyzed.
A number of ether features of VENN allow users to
readly identify important functional regions in proteins.
VENN enables users to elect specific residues •> the alignment tab; these can be selected and colored on the structure. Motifs can also he selected and colored in the
Structure tab; likewise entire domains or protein chains
can be colored using either of these functions Specific residues that am conserved can be identified by examining
a multiple sequence alignment in the Alignment tab.
Alternatively, holding a mouse over a residue or atom in
the structure reveals a popup balloon with its identity.
In addition to standard neutral and BLOSUM sequence
Flnart 1 Comnuana of CbnSarf ud Bvoasionuy Trace umtytm of alignment matrices, VENN also slows flexibility in alignCJEBPfL (A) bnuje h n ConSurf uatfm of C/EBPf) bcnodanei
ment strategies based on emphasis of different attributes
(IGUfk chiin A • atowa vim kuaef ipbaa tad cfaua • bwatxae
• riionc DNA (pnosc). Color profreaaco ten tad to naroon ind> with the aforementioned parametric alignment; e.g. users
CUM iacreaaed oooBrauion. yellow iphttn jadkate •aofficail date.
can heaviy weight hydrophobic residues, hydrophilic, etc
(I) taut from •Bar/as of C/EBPf honodam 0GU4) with
ConSurf offers Bayesian or Maximum Likelihood methods
Bwlotaonuy Trace Red rcadna mdkiM com maun atea plotted
w«fc the b«jht« Z-acore (7.14a). Orinantiaai ue i i i i i lo Sicae far for calculating amino acid similarity. By using the Execute
Custom Command from the menu a user can enter any
dr VENN taitym of lac aune protein ta Rsan 1
Jmol command to modify the display of structure. This
flexibility slows users to generate images for publication.
Advantages of VENN
While VENN does not have an output function for strucVENN has a Dumber of unique features that distinguish it
ture images and alignments, these can be readily captured
from ConSurf and Evolutionary Trace; however; VENN
using a screenahot program ( e g Sapping tod in VISTA)
can be used synergjatically with these programs. Most
and the algnments can he cut and pasted into any text
notably, VENN is interactive database-driven program
editor. VENN can also be used to identify conserved strucwhich enables Station, and iterative Election of different
tural features in proteins or proteinsfamiles For example,
sets of sequences. This is important because it streamlines
we used VENN to identify a novel asparagine finger
a number of different strategies for protein sequence
in dynem light chain (1M9L; data not shown) (12).
selection. Several protein sequence groups can be automaticaly selected based on species, protein family,
Synergistfc functions in similar software tools
motifs, mass, pL protein length and presence of a userdefined motif. Homologs can also be sorted by BLAST
Other tools can be used to complement or precede an
score (default), nunc, or taxonomy. In order to select difanalysis with VENN. The ConSurf server, for example,
ferent sets of sequences in ConSurf or Evolutionary Trace
is web based and can he utiized for a quick, automated
a user must first perform a multiple sequence alignment
viewing of highly conserved residues for a single chain in
and upload a sequence alignment file. This is a Imitation:
structures of close family members. The Evolutionary
C/EBPP specificity determinants are only revealed
trace (ET) program uses a ranking and clustering strategy
through an ordered interactive titration of homologous
to map functional sites. Both ConSurf and ET enable
sequences (Figure 2Q and in this case not by analyses
more customizable features as well Other tools, such as
with ConSurf or Evolutionary Trace (Figure 3). We
SwissPDBViewer (13) and Ounces (14) enable structural
expect that VENN'S fleubilty in protein selection and
modeling and comparison, nchiding aagnment of multimanipulation will enable new types of strategies that we
ple PDB sequences to generate a structural model that
have not yet explored.
relates an entire family of proteins. Such models can
serve as novel inputs to VENN for subsequent sequence
VENN also automatically identifies and searches al
titration. SwissPDBViewer and Chanera can also he used
chains present in a PDB accession number. Therefore,
to manually generate individual figures winch resemble
no prior knowledge of the number or identity of chains
those made by VENN by menu and command driven
is required. This user-friendly aspect in VENN is imporoperations. VENN differs from these tools in that it is
tant for exploring muitiprotein complexes or complexes
entirety interactive, integrated with prateome data
of proteins with other molecules. Large structures of complexes, such as nudeosomes, ckthrin coats and ribosomes sources, requires no ntetmedUuy flu: formats for any of
its analysis features, and embeds a database and data
can be analyzed in a single analysis. Often interpretation
model of protein sequences/mcta data which can duecdy
of a conserved functional site is much easier when
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automate the aforementioned sequence selection, filiation
and titration strategics.

1 UaUoJH, Ma/rocL, Rfia9bMg.Y, GtaerJ, M u t 4 .
Papko.T ud BnTklJi (2005) ConSurf 20OJ tic projnuoo
of eralaticnuy cianmlMi aaia of rcadm on proton

Limitation of manning homotog; onto protein structures

3 MoiauO>JI, Krau»«o.OM, MiUe«ra»,D ud Ucttuae.0
(MM) ET I C R T u uptuwai for predidaig ud vamiang
fcaciocal ate* m proton aractaia- Hatdtnmta, 22.

VENN, ConSurfand Evolutionary Trace have the major
limitation that a protein structure u needed to perform
an analysis and there are only —55000 structures in the
latest release of the PDB. One possible solution is to
use the ModBaae (http//mnrtr»sc comphJo.ucsf.edu/
modbasc-cgi/indat cgt) (15) or the Swiss-Modd Repository (http://swissnicddxxpuy.crg/repoatory/) (16), databases that have milions of structural modds that can be
downloaded as PDB files. Al three programs can read
user-defined PDB files. Alternatively, if the query protein
is homologous to a protein of known structure, then
Swiss-Modd can be first used to generate a modd structure in PDB file format (17).
CONCLUSIONS
VENN « a novd croat-platform software tool which provides btologjsts with a highly ntegrated methodology
for vauaazsig conservation of various functional groups
and taxonomies! families on the 3D structure of a protem
of interest The abiity to readUy combine the vast ptoteomic sequence space with structural information in an
automatic fashion can reveal functional attributes which
have not been reported using similar tools.
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The data collection and integration, as well as provisioning of visualization and
comparison tools for identifying SSPE's in the entire Firmicute protoeome are
presented here. The software necessary for much of this analysis, as well as the
data collection, was provided for by Jay Vyas. Experimental work and analysis of
phylogenetic data was done in collaboration with the laboratory of Peter Setlow.
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2011

Y-Type snail, acM-aolabU apart pnttinB (SASP) arc ike moat abandaai prateiai ta iporea of at bait tmmt
at-necm of thf bacteris! order BmdUki, yet they remain an enigma from both raartiooal and ptayfagHMdr
panaccihca. C u r a t work kaa ibown ibai the v-type SASP artfaeiraidtasipHiH (rpC ffnei) a n anieni ia
n M apare-farniai neaiberi of BmUtiu, indiding at leaat n o t aeaiiwn of Ike PaawflaraTsi R H
mthoagb they are appemifdy abteai rraai Clanridfaaar specKi. We k m appled a new mttfaed af teartnias for
OJNE BOH, which nor appear ta alto be aba-al from a chute of flarflhtai apedei that iaclaati ABryt •ism a a t
artfiraaaariMaadftsrieWauein. to
several af the DNA-UUUMJ o/pVtyae SASP were promt. T h m
todlr^handadd^tedttHrjbTlaipmtkDrH^a
of the amf seat, aid this nay help in ietemioiiif the aredie hucboa af-y-type SASP.
Bacterial spores of specka of the Firmicmes phylum contain
a number of soul, actt-sch-ble proteins (SASP) diet compose
10 to 15% trf the protein to the apow's caatnl rtgjan or con
(30, 32). The fatoriag two types of major SASP b m been
identified to epocac (I) n/Mype SASP that are prodacti of a
aratti-oa? gene fsmiy and have eartmaly simlar sequences
bodi within and acron specie* aad (if) r«JP* SASP that an
almost atwayi encoded by a tktgb sipE gaoe; thai k du moat
abaadaot protein fbasd to aporu of a tmmbsr of spades and
oaapdieiS to 6% af total spar* protein (18-30,29-32,39). la
oontmt » t h e htohty cooaatvad sequences of o/p-qpe SASP,
•equencaa af -y-QP* SASP a n not weft coowmd across apecfcs, and this haiaHowad the a n otupE and SASP-, n queoces to daatogaiah closely related Jarilar strains and epeCMB(17).
la Jltcifaj subHks, genes eraxxlrag both o/p-typa sodr-type
SASP a n trucribed in parallel hue in spom dtnatopmeat
when the various SASP an tjnheataed, and the traojeription
of jajgeoBih mediated by the HNA potrouran teams factor,
a" (22). The SASP are degraded aoon after apores complete
the germarutinci ptooiai and begto owm-owth, and one ma>
tton of then protaias h to tarva aa a naanoir of amino sddt
(aa) far proteia •ymbeaia early ia outgrowth (12, 30,32). The
latter ia an importM* function, aince apotM become deficient
in a ntanbar of amino add baxnuhatic easynea daring a m «
formsrJou and sywhesfae than earymee oaty daring spon
outgrowth. In addition to nrtwg u t reservoir of aotooadda,
the «/p-type SASP ham aa additional faaction, as then protetaa aatnrate apon DNA and protect it from oufv rypas of
damage and are tOaB vary iorportaot for kmg-teMi apon mrvwal (30-32). Howevar, other dun nrvtog aa an antoo acid

* Comanadnc, Mtkoc tauUBg tdinm Dip«miM d Mokcotm, afiomkal ud SawcMial BMqf/, Uomoitr of Ooaaactka*
Hahk C o t e , Pumimgtom, CI 060300305. R a w (860) C79J607.
FOB (860) 679J408. B*mk mtknetrnXmAcMkL
tmd of pool on II M n q r 201L
188*
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rennoir, no additinaiil function hat baea demonetrated far
rtype SASP (12,30,32).
In du camnt work, w* hare tomaiflad gBOome leoaeoce
tofomutian far apon-loraing Finmeum and have coafinned
that P) apan-fatmiag Ctasrtdtola ipeciei appear to lacka/E
genes; (¥) moat bat not all apore-fatniag Bacitkla apaciM,
mdiKling than ta the dads aooxnpaatog Paawftooifki apeojea, appear to contain a stogie aspE gaoa; and (itf) some
BaciUala apedes, iochvltog^licyribiiiacittu ackiaraUariii sad
Bactfki lusetie, appear to isdt an ito£ gaoe. We have also
analynd SASP to aporu of several of than species and bare
found that (T) fesmhacifWf pckpnfm apoms coatata a rtyp*
SASP homolof that is reined only distantly to 7-type SASP of
Bacitks apeciu, and (H) A soiocsidankr spores appear to
lack a -Hype SASP but do contaia at leaat two o/p-type SASP.
Than obaanattoos b m slowsd the drtenntaatioaoftliephylogBnstk orJgia of the s^£ geae ia the order Bacttkdu, sad
this jntwiMrinn could lead to suggestion far additional nocttoosof Y-type SASP beaktot diat of an amino add fsaerroir.

KUTBaiAU AND MtTBOM
PnpiraDM at r. priMWM e n mt BABP <
I nshiaL P.
folnmrm (ATCCSC) wustalatd tan ttac AmaMaH Type C
Spm (rf«* IOKIM, « wit ii dust cut aMSi M«31, > liboeun; atriwrx
irfmaa US,«at pKpinSudpoCnrdBancfaiBapfnilauIr (14, n). 'nn
pailnea f>. j i i » »f • » • (J to t og [*j MWU]) M IjapbmHd ma fly
I Mtk 10-^iB |Ua btaai <U0 a« [«9 «Mq) • ftt •tantfw. wtti U
i ptde*efriiikla| lanpeBBS i*n l^nlo pnicdi ntcDoltag (»). 11K
dfjp-npsuBl pmMfr « • CBMCIB* man will 1 at tiM Mi unk KM, BM tin
mo (opcnMui anab were pDaW ud dliljeid u * cfeiSpwin/Mr S mbta;
(flidBiiur waynntas, 3^0») sir ~1» b apsui tm chuaai at 1 Iftnaou 1»
ufae add • anauinl prnfeiulf <D). A a * add amra of ~4 o j (dty
iKla^)ajkei*ipeimiiBRpt(puBd>d^nali(dpin4iiaa>(ia)»adiurdu
i •nice at marina (or W»- aid TTP* S* 01 "> • d d aartmiii|ll«»iiaft.The
Baaltttabiuaiwtrf cauMugfil, add fat nptaunu aaKObai waft ^apnUftal
r. fiffm aneni (~U ng [dry wtUjM) were torataud la an iniliar
dcooBtni aitDilao ananulag BDB aad ana tar 30 tola u esx: n lemmc at
•pore aoit and eooa aiantnac pranda waOs •DBakajSAIP aad apart fkaOhy
(i). AJot chr dBBMial •parai wen wiaaad aad ddrd, u aUqaat (~J ng [rky
wclahl]) KU danpasd *
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ABSENCE OF SASP--, FROM SPOBBS OF SOME BAOUALES

dried aa danaHcd than, lnoct F.ao^aaaa aporai (i ng [drj wcUJul,) «"« *•»
gamluud • » <D ota u 3TC la -30 nd of 1 mH BBdocymndnt Hi 20 mat
TiU-Hd baser (pH a.4) <»), u d phue-caaaan adcanacopj lamentd dui
e«D» at the apnra had gHBBnatad. After ceaattnanlan u d ^^enJBriden,-*4
m | (dry wahjbt) atihr iBiaanutdapDati m i daroprad nad aeatk add aitara
were pnamd, pttanandL and dried u daBdned BOB*.
Tlw#dBdiocdci^Maini»«mTi^ij»tjp^o(^«iii«f««»oli»il»iJO
pJotlMttaipfc»U|ild1hitintof»tld-iayliinldt»ilc>iiio]il«iiirt,iiin{d»
wear aneaisi«lanBaBadclaamcftai«BftaiilowpB, udttafBtiweetandotd
wtrtiCtoimMk»to«<n).ta«iaieinpc(*iioimp««tctaiispifmB<bjpotj«cijl.
laildr frf tUEoapnaaB a t law pHwcrea u d e n d » pdynqUaau dtnoonae aumafluB, ia* au panemi on tbcie ntatanaai weft nztud ana
niim—li Due. BtiBcnd tamed pnnm bindt wem dun. Mtjana* ee eutDnautd w-mnmnti laiaaooe anahati en aa Appntd Hiawmr<m Paccae «M HT
puma anuunotr la tnt w** BniDBEhectonr SAMUJCG Cunt n the Yak
Uaftuarj Betaed of kauttdai.
arteta***** ante MRS Ida wmi atiaaiad amn tiie Aouaetn Type Odour
CBUKnDa, aad ipnwn at thai ntim wait prtpurd ea apt panea aaaaj •
aodnnMoa at tat baati ouanm oar A. aeuiicaata w u atotaued ptntaue}
(10> Tab aadauB bad flad amcamadaai at IJ odd (NHl)g0Qi, L7 aOt
OOj,

i BUM iajaa« «J4 a H KHEPO.. u d 1 gnu* yOBI • » ,

and tat

faama of tela oaauponeaii wuafaiudm aH3.7wtli le NB^Oi prior ta
wMdBttoj u d held u 5(PC. AamiiTgd fjncoM, afar, aid fllKMxeflBtd
Mi^(iUila]brldu3[rc>wtRidd^a]puuic4tolloiiaBacaUfnloaietl
guar, ugjHmf, aad 231 jda% fBapanMy, Jan prior ulaaacpeunalliimplataa.
Tbt A. ecauraaariw amm war arreted ea i pane QUO* ai dmndbed abmc
eaotm wAaoat MBO^ and da pluc wai awdband tranlalu • J3"C A loop af
dm uwmugm adtaar wu InBtulaiad One 2B ml at die atdlan or dBMafbcd
ibowe hat wuhem aa*, nu caftan! wu inmi ftv 3 te I b u 3TC te an cptimJ
drools u a n on at -0.7, and ao-nl lUqanai were tprtid an m plans cootaanBB Mad, u daaaaaed lime. Tbe punat wans ownautd la baai atr ~?i h
u JS*C mta nanmnm nai iiailiai Bad eenamd aad moled at ITC inr a tew
bmn, aad dm natMfiaM arii war aaaped sum toe puts u d paced In <*C
dtlaBBid WBtar. The •pan w « puMad BttaUtr by oankjplr a n a * et aantciden, taUowtd by aentrfsajuloa and waiar aaahlng, aa deacabad panaauay
(UX aad die carta n n i i wart napniaUd MID ml at m m t r . Plaal rtmwl
at catti, oed dchdi, aad grematata* KJKHBI WU 0/ larediuj 1 oil at the ondt
aperm en aaca at an a i d aftaaaaaafnaB ndici wuh a j ad 50» NBcadcnr
(Sana ctaeadru Qaapan;, a.Ixnd, MO) n V C and zsaAajvam m u JBI
fanla>Bactanan4*7] teaorDDf X o a n n STC UaaarttaBoaadmontjOelB,
coU dabBB, Bad nrnnhaind aaaai lenadard it da wiKa-tAjnaaeai aucBaot
wUethepueapDHipaUnal The palunad ipiau wtm wiahad ^3flmeawjdt
re water ta n a m MyoaaaaB u d autjr manmilnd n - 3 od wuer. Tak
preeadme aclded ~4S ouj (drj wajpn) it A. arafnnnahaa apeas dun wear
>9M hne at gen, nrJI aeMi, aid asfmloutd apana at oaaBtwd oj mflmncupj.
Twehc iiUlryaiiB (drywebju) atflupoaOuaM adtBOBBBrdii •pmiawaa arj
tupiumd and mnaaedwtm aarat anal aa aaaulbBd than >ni mug 30 ana at
raprnrtnj and wok aunaa ant ank ~4 h. The dMhaue wai hopnflaad, toe
rtinku war daan)nd)B B ^ at I at aa» pha I U |J add grl annest (H). U^i
luquirn W<K raajerad » acid gd euanaBpaaaiatduprcatlaiaaduaslwea
maiBiii im n» a pnlr»Hi)udaae aamiaac memawne, tht mematanc war natnrd
wha rnwniarti tatnt m daandbad ibow, and praiaBi la aamad buda w«r
atanenced u deaadbed abow.

RESULTS
StdjatocH «f 7-ljrp* aad WP-qrp» SASP. Ttmwequatmal
apotM' abagae r'TP 8 SASP am not u cometveduttiDdacrftfae
a/]p>9p« SASP, and r 9 P « SASP wty tom 49 to 13(9 naataca
in taogdi (Rg, l). Ad r 9 P » SASP do.tKnrewt, cantak ooe,
two, or time tspaaai of aa ffotatioaarUy ooadetred 7 - u aacjuaooB, TEFASET. In B. subtil* and Badlku megaitrium
SASP-y, dial MCjwnoe k dw lawognitiaa ike for deawagje of
ttaia protala by a specific ptotaaaa, taoDed GPR, (hat kkiites
dajradatkn of b o * ct/p-lypa aaad riypi SASP earty ifl apoaa
OBt5nJ»rth(I^liod2,iea^oc«Brfiad»dairerf)(3Q,^.The
apadaj batmen tht tx»a«fvad hepttpgptide i«|aaiK»i in
7-type SASP that have tnattink) repaati of tbanaqoeaca viriei
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ouuMkhMatiy (32). In contraat to the o^-type SASPpmaent in
•potei of all Fkmicuus apedei that haw been itndied, -ytype
SASP aad i»p£ mean have not twen idaiaified ta apon-fomv
aDtapeolsa of the order CtaarioaaaB (32).
In ordar to better underatand (he genetic anatory of sspE.wt
aimed to poaitkn Frmicuia phykMany with raapect to the
ptesanoe or absence of the apE gana. CoakOBtatkinal amaryaia
cooBaaad of m o naps (!) eodunative. oootraflad starching of
oofltpMttd Fkmicutts apedei QMvmen for J*»£ orAotoga and

(H) conitruHioo of a Flmrneuia apeciea paTytofeattk tree baaed
on 16S rRNA BBqueooea. Thtat efioro ahaaud phyJogeatticilly
pcEatioa the a p £ gene to diaenjensa pocoti ia Firmicuta e*ohtttan, ttnu ragpattng critical trolutionary eventi thai led to
the ttnetgence of SASP-^ as a protein that facilitates apote
oatgfowth and mkdu piay aotne additiofl^ b « aaataown rote.
Brhauatrre datectkaa of a hDootoepot gene acroai mukiple
genomu ia compstatioaaBy inteaarvt (11). Atthoogh tools
HKh aa BLAST (2) toaat for ending afertuptotein BBoaaacea,
the fact tlut protekM evotve at dnfereot ratta and by dtftaent
mechiniamt mandates that exfcnativa naittaM for ortholDfs
•tUaa Mention agiinst ddfetent threahoida and a^gwnant
Bnethoda. We dmiscoaitmcted an a^etHhTipahalahad aoftwan
tool for perfooniug a '^naltalJaneoMioQil*' aequeaca aearch
which attorn for Bnaaytie of aO *bea bit" proteioa aaoai mitftkie genoaaaa with reipect to not hut ant bet a eat of aeweral
tatgiet proteina of intenat (the aourc* code can be acquired by
oontacbng the anthota dxrecdy; the datattaae atroctim was
obtained from fefareoce 35). Thai toot waa apptted to rwmiclansr proteomei to ttweal upE genea
The aaqaencei erf y-type SASP wan wpdated and extracted
to a iniatianal databaae contaionqg over 3 mUlan N C B prottlos from completed proteomei and placed in a emitter data
mart containing protean in the 58 ally canted gaoomei of
Fkmlatta tptciB! (27). The ptDteome aizaa in theae 58 aoaciea
ranged from 2,080 prottias (Aminasa/CTdqtflHJi) tori^Sprottax (AaMaPaoaVu ap Y412MQ0 [origaaialy cataaifled u a
Ceveecittu apeciea]). The protein eeapMKSB for aaajor eporoattkm protaini SpoOA, SpoOG, SpoOF, ScoJIE, SpoIIGA,
SpoTVB, SpoVAA, SpoVFA, SpoVPB, O O , and CbtE from
daferent apedeswere idenbned and virMtoed at havogmns
aloogaida the beat hits when atratifitd agakat SASP^proteini
frcan AaCanW clauaii, B. JatWaVr, and LjaaaatiocWaai qrfmtrinu,
each of which haa SASP^ ptoteioa with rather diferent amino
acid aeemtooes (Fig. 1). NcavtrMal ban hki (thcee with i
patrwte aemaBoca simUarity of 03 on a acale from 0 to 1) were
nivenigatedfarailge]iom«iaioidtrtovalkMieaHMofki]Owii
opfsnntaiBgng organiemi, aadforthe a|gniftcant SASP-7 aeqaence featare, Che TEFASET motif wat iaveatipted (32), aa
it appean to ba well conatrvad and d m Ifeery ntaya a critical
faoxtioaai rote for the SASP-> protein faonty. The fhuJ list
obtakaed mpteaeflied a cootpaeie set (wth raapect to NCB1carated ftmiouw apedaa genomes)rfaijaE-cniKaiBingorganiama and can be utibed for piiytogenetic aflatyaia. Clear opE
buoKik)^ were fo^radfo all Janlfafaipeci^
l)exo»ptA
ocidocaMorius, B. tuxioe, P. poiynyxm, PaenibaciUut ap. IDB.-2,
Pamimciba ap. Y412MC10 and JdfiJWr mUmtrtducaa.
Howevar, B. sekHitirahceHS Mkely doaa not apomlate and lacks
genet for a Bomber of important spore piDteina, including
aTpVtype SASP (6, 24; data not atown). No M3pE gaoaswere
irtraTtiflad in apow-fonning abnrii'atia apeciaa either, aa was
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FIG. t Q i « i « » i a « i a g f i a J n Q « a j i i f f a v y
rfylypeSASPftoM
a a n n fniaaiaj, to aaafce apaaaa. Tha a i i p a f nna a n giren i« tha « » 4 « t t » r
code i n the following a p a d n c A ^ w a j ^ i a V u / l a T M a h m n a i ; Bam, A a a l h u aiayUafatJa».i«M t Ban, Hai altii anaWaioii; Bat, Raaaiii
mrofkmmr,
Ba% A K I H U a i w w i i i r , Bbi, A v n o a a f l a r irewr; B o , JaoiBaa o m v r , B d , BaciaW chauai; Bqr, l l a a l a r ryaaauw, B i , JaciHai j f e a n r , Bba.
B a n t u ktUdmmm;
BM, BaoHai aknawjiawiir; Baas, A a n a t o aaagatifnan; Bon;, A d H a f atporiafet; Bpf, Jlarilani fmJafmmmM; Baa, Jtoaaai
panlnnjiiiiia'w; B a n , Ba<aaa»|iiaiaatil-, Ban, B a c a t w J a M i r , Baa, Banana a t o i t a ' m a r , Bare, J a c i n t o axinavartapjajaanrii d r a n o n i ; Barn, *
w a k o u t r / h a p H M i pliaaail. GCS, CiiJwiaaai a*. C54-TJ; Gfca, Gcaaanaau *aiiaip*alir, G i t , G n f t a n a t o aiaiiitinaaiipanair, G * , CtabmcUku
AtrmoJmimfkmm;
G W C , G n t e i T k u ap. WCH7»; G Y 1 , Gaaiacaaai ap. Y412MOS1; Pym, JaawaWiaW ap. Y 4 1 2 U C 1 0 ; H b t , flMaaariaaii
aaaip*ain (oajiawB/ Spmumcm*
M t a p a a h h MrV L)mmlmilki
ifkaaiau;
Ok, OtxmobacUku
iktymmr, ttm, FtmtHm afcii cHnaTMo^tiotr, ?jd,
JWuDacaVat ap. J W U 2 ; P o ^ f W u t w c i a W ap. oral kuma 786 i t n n D l ^ P p o . l h n h a n a W f p o ^ B a a t n i a E i B l ; Sai, J f o n v n ' H i i R w ; aod %
n b n a u a o l i w i a y a a r thafaqpfcaaw. R)c a p e d a a v t u a s abbranatiaaa a m taiaiaillnnal, tha aariao mat aaqaaacea w a n (rooi t k e j q a £ gaac d n o e d from
taai a p a d a ( U , 2S. 3 3 ) ; all otJaM ai^aanaea aaca f n w llai a i a x t a
tha aitaa fat lamgiaMua aad daairaaa by tha SASF-apadfc pnntaaaa C2PR ateonj, a p o n u t g n r l f c , awah daaw^ga t u a i u i « tha boM amimm (J9,
32). Tha awjaaawe at » a N-tiaiaiaal tagjon a t Fpo in potpte ia the pnKaai mqwtBoe Jrtanaiaad in t h a w o n , aaal tha Tafcm biocfca at aaajaadcai
I n P p o u i B a a m a laiaa t - o long htodta o f raaaaaal a w p a n f a i ait aadl d thaai arotataa.
r.rj-

fouod pnriouiljr by (be uutvtit cat add-sohtie spore protein
or conaptattd nraome Mqoaacas (7,8, 32).
Gompariaoo of unjuo add t«|aaaoM at SASP^y obtiiaed
Irani eomfhttA gBaotaei of ipofB-foming Fkwmaua spacUa,
at WBU U thou idadifled ty tugned p r a dookaj (Fig, 1) (18,
25,34), atomd that rtjpe SASP olhbk now coawrwd wqueaoei t w i n m o i aatatite for tk*fafloartngdutacMdatioc
(I) a aigoi&aait «>rarfcaajwnr rf Gla aod Am (8- and 6-fatd
ufctkhad iritfa napect lo occmil frequoadeB k tha pioteaaMS
of AfiMteouW ap. JDR-2 aod AJiydctmcilus aenkeaUariut
[-0X96 aod 0.105, tnptairttfjf; (if) VMJ low h m k caf kjpihDphohic naidoea, witb nbctaotiiSy kurar tqrdrapbobic risidiai
abudancastartJP» SASP, itduagh (teat nsilaea tead lo bt
tea nmtf«iy abaud tot in gBaetai (*«g,fcsvalaof L, I, and P are,
napeataiy, 3, 25, and IS ataodacd dcWaMkaa betow ptotaank baCkgfoanda); aod (H) 1 to 3 rapaiti of tha tetatfrety
wad-ajoaenwd TEFASET OPR dearage aiu, ahhosgh ina
apadog batman tbaae last oouatvad ae^eaoM »*rUa oonaid«raWy (Fig. 1). Only a aiogte ia>E geae w u Joaatital to tna

cwnpletwl gtaomm seudwd, with the aaceptioo of Baciltui
weHiaiMtpi^mfaii, whkh oootaaBed jab£ 18001 encoding alaaoat ideotkal ptotanu on both tha chaxnoaoaM add a pJasmid
The abaeaoe of an obviow sf£ gene trom the cxxnpleted
gcoonaa of A arioociWariiu, A tuscat«, AMMtbaalbu ap.
Y412MC10t Aaamtaairdbii' ap. JDR-2, tod P. pc«>t9aiB w u atwpriaiag, but csaannatkw of avaflabU draft gcaofltic nqaeact
kifbtautkn for Patmibacitm ctnllmio^iicm aad PoemibacitKi
ap oral turn 786 atrani D14 alao rmatsd no obrkwa tspE
genea, alttiongn tbeaa apadaa aa wall aa A. ocktocaUoruu, B.
mxioe, Paembodlka ap. Y412MC1Q, tomilnalui. ap. IDR-2,
aod P. pa^mfiu did contaia onltiple genea encoding a/p-type
SASP (Fig. 2). The aaioo add Majoeocei of a/p-typs SASP
fraaa JladMala apadaa coaopared k prprioue work are extremely weM oonaefaed (30,32). to pankafar, tbaae proteioa
exhibit two IA- to 19-aa ragiona of a highly cc««ar»ad aaaaeoce
that afBoommnnty eepiratedby a 3-ea apacar (Fig. 2, red and
yaflow bightigbtad regions and in B. svbrilii and Ctabtctiu
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aaos (Fkj. 2 aid data not atom), 1
bnmd la ateoat a*. «*>9pa SASP tea 1
(32). to addkioa. ana fa dn mo Mtfiy <
n*bai a nasVp-ffpa SASP froaui K a a a M . 1 r
an aoi Knot at dan kwadaa a a*>9P» SASP ton odnr
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I. BACTHHUIL.

1, 2, aad 3 wara iodead SASP, to alkraot of sannioatad P.
potfmjm aporei waa subjected lo pofawayttgaida gal electrophoreaia at alow pH (Hg. 3, laoa 2). Baadi 1,2, and 3 were
armoet completely afaaant from the germinated apora extract,
wfcJla the intenaitwiB of moat other baada wen not oocaWy
afecMd. Tbese data ate oooafateot with the protein in bands
1, 2, and 3 being SASP. Automated N-tanaioaJ amino add
aaqueoca analyak c< proceina tranafertBd to poryvinjlidene diflaoride tnembraoea, fottowing poryaayhaaios gal electraphoreaia at a low pH, prodncad N-wrmkial aaajaaocea of AQGN
NGNS and SRRRNNLQV for banda 1 and 3, napacdvaly. A
aaacdi of tha completad P. polpnpa E6B1 gaacane indicated
that the protato in tnaaa banda weaa a/Hyp* SASP, aad thsae
wara deakaated Ppol aad PpoZ laapactivaly (Hg. 2).
The N-tennktal amino acid eeauaace of the pcoteiaia band
2 was PNQGGSXN, and tbJa aaeuoce osaichad that of a
FIB. i. iVhariitaTaidii gd «factropaor«ai»« lowpHof noetic mat
ptoteio ( terniredr^*ocodedin(faeP./)o/p»)ME«
•xtractifromajraoa of P. pttfKmpm ATCC M2 ( h u i 1 and 2) and A
(Hg. 1). Tbia protain k deady oat aa oVp-type SASP asftJacks
aaafacaaarau- NRS1N2 (fane J> * aahnanr f o n i n nfaoaaadMl
the two latge btodka of oonHtvad aaqaence foaad in tbeee
yiiliiil, a d -5 a«j (dry aiaj,h) «•* laaiadul baton or altar garnanatira; flu dry P0"*"1 *** omcttd, du^nd and IfapbWnd;
proteka. Howewt, Ppo has a number of aaailarltiBa wih
•Kquoto wvnranTin aofrtn ijltaada gel «factrapborta« at1 low pH; r type SASP. In particular, Ppo (1) contaiua 13% Gin, (9) h «
•nd the gel anartniaadan deacrjbed ia Mahiriafc aad Markodi. Tin
two rapeati of a 7-aa aaqaance wkb high eanaarny to the
•mpfai m in taw 1 and 2 an front donaant P. jiia)aniia n o m
(fane 1) aad jBrnauted l». /whawu f u n (hunt 2). Bandi labnhd 1 TEFASET motif, where GPR deares the B. mJmlis 7-type
SASP (Fg. 1, ••qaaacetstiaaed k aad), and (to) haa axtamled
•id J in Una 1 u s the Ppol and Ppo2 a/p-ft/p* SASP, rtqiuninty
(Pis. 2Vntfbband 2fatba product of •• upf-ake sane (Fig. 1), ••
aetajeaca npeata (Fig. 1, yettow blocks k die Ppo and Baa
ilmiafaml b/ aariacMaranaal ana—rei aaiJraa of then prolan
aequenoia) (30). In addkioa, tha ppo trantlatioaal atart codoo
bandi m dcacribad ia taa teat. Bandi labokd »to a an nam dut i m
waa preoaded by a atroag Gram-positlw bactadal rAoaotn*
btgu/ orroaoulsttb'msorad by dwnariag trMBnaac, aUbfaaadi1
bindkg aik (RBS) aad had appfopriatety apacad-lOaad-35
to 3 vara not (data not aboam). (Laos J) Donaant A araWaMariai
• a n (12 w% [dry anight]) wan raptmd aad attracted, an iKaoot aequencaa preoading the RBS that awea exfremery akailar to
fecon -4 ng ajrarei ana roa tie pnljai ijaiadihi ant dactrophorcaa at those k promoters of genes entodkg litablyexpreaed Jarilw
a low pH, protwiaa an da) gal wen nana!arnd to a puljifajadmi
aporulation prottins, inHaiting SASP that are racognfaad by
daraonJo a a a o a i , aad du iMialmn aaa aaiaad at dncribnd at
RNA poryateraae coatainkg o° fflg, A) (22). SkularRBSand
Matarfala and Mathodi Beadi abd*d l a d l i t a » 3 n a e A
apptoprJaaaly separated - 1 0 ana - 3 5 Btauanoea are also apanidnraMarair n/Mn* SASP Aacl and Aad, nnaccrinljr, i i doaxai«d ia * • tact Laona 1 aad 2 art from the anas ni, aaO» lane 3 aaeaai of the coding sequeocsa of tha gaoei eacoding tna P.
fafroma naaaaa n l Tha labeled aoranntal arrow* aajacaat to faoaa pol/m/m n/t>ryp« SASP Ppol aad Ppo2 (Rg. 4). Ia addition,
1 and 1 danott la* n%ntioa poanana c*~ £. lafanKr SASP-a aad ->,
waica va n datonaiaad bjr runaaaj aa ataroo* erf an acatir add extract fattowkg their trawlatinn atop codoas, tbtppo.ppol, aoAppd2
of A wbtfi mponm 'mm kaa that i n not aVvaa bat won aajacaat togenu each had an inverted repeat sequence, followed by a
lean land J.
T-ricfa refjoo that k ttkafy a rhc^kaapendaoi traoacrrptioo
taflajnator, at found k uH genei eanortkg major SASP (30).
Sarpriamgly, tha complete genomes of aevenl other Poodk g detiHits apedet snggeated the poasWUty that an apE
bacilus apecaaa had ao strong r^po IXHDcaogi (Fk^ 1). Howevar,
gene might indeed ba preaent in these danaody related organgeoea encodkg proteka with aoma aavalarjty to r T P " SASP
kmt bnt tua drntged aufideody to pmdude recognition by
wara dkcorered k Pienibocitkl apedeB with eirjair completed
normal aaajwac* oorapirJaon program*. CaasBouentfy, we exor draft gwaomas avaJabto by aeatdikg for encoded proteins
amined aporee of A addocaUmrlm aad P. pofrnaan for a proa l 2 0 aa that matchad at laaat 6 of taa 7 ammo acidi k tna
tain d m afet* ba an ortboJof of SASP-y.
TEFASET GPR deaaaoa motif. To aocommodate aeoaence
dkarganca, wa aatRhad via the coneenaua motif of (AQT)EF
The acetic add contact ftom purifled P. pofympa apart*
(AGS][ASTXEQ|FT). Rxarakarinn of theae potential 7-type
r«Kh»c»daliTgBi«MUj«rofbaDdacMpolyaotylaiB«iegcJ«te(v
SASP revelled at leaat one ortDotog k a aattbar of Prndbatfophoraafa at a low pH> w*h moat of tteaa baada satjratiqg
CJHW apedea for which tha coding gene had other taarans of
faatar tbaa B. subtil* SASP (Hg. 3, taaa 1, A Ja*a7ii SASP
geoea encoding -Hype SASP, inrfading (i) tha preaanoe of a
migration potiriooa denotad by arsan). Ao obrkwe apaatioaai
strong RBS; (H) tha RBS being preceded tw aaqnancaa with
arnadatf t l of ttw proarioaat baads aianfantha P. pofympn
axxelknt homology t o - K ) and -35 ptomoteriatpMocea tecapoce extracts war* natty SASP. To hefp ansarar tttis queatioa,
ognktd by RNA polymeraae with cr°, ahboagh theaa aaae*
an tUqaot of tha acetic acid extract from dceoaaad P. pcwjwnm
could potentially be reoogokad by tha odier foiaapaaa-specnlc
apDinawuafaosBbfajcted to pc«>acrytamale gtit nhirttnjihniirrii
•igma factor cr", w the promoter aaaaances of aa and a'at a tow pH, tod thai tcn«aled that decoatiog did not radaoa
dapendeat geoea overlap to some extent (36); (ill) appropriate
the inteaaltfaw of baoda 1, 2, and 3 but greatly raduoad the
spacing betwaea tha putative - 1 0 aad - 3 5 cr° recognition
nrtaoBitiaa of alt otter baoda (data not shows). This aagapated
•lament; and (*r) coding aeaaaaoaB tsttowad by lftary rhothat nnfly of lbs latter btodi were <tu» to span coat protekia.
iadapendeat trarjaraiption terminatori ( 1 ^ 4). In addinon, tte
To obtain fartbererid«aoi dial one or more prottins in bands
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FIG. 4. Pi<«tw B^tn»«i««<4o»o<»««oiwyihtniyragjoc«focy»»i«poo(l«ga/p-«Tpe«Dd-Hyp* SASPfcoai»ario»a apriaca T h j
i apton an taoai ia Fig, 1 aaa1 2, and lb) a u i of ua apocka an ai faffava: Aac, J4. anatoafaWfaf; B B , A tuciat; Pyaj,
I ap. Y412MC10; Pea, P. cmrnma^Htur, Pjd, "anaJiarifaT a* JDJU2; Pot, M h d i u 91 otat oaxm 786 Maim D14; aad Ppo, *
pofoayu. lb* inwm— and i l u w i l i w K f u m i rf the gHMi an from lb* NCM Microbial Ciavirnia aiifaiii Tat optaaai -10 u d -35
ttwk apacfag far *nng a c pnanotan an total abm ike apaxaam aaauaocw and an front ataty cstpmaed
1 at torn ahrinai apeaaa, iattaiaj taoai encodng a/p-P/P* aad Yflrpt SASP (2I>. Bold audatxidn ia d» -10 and -35
• an >MR ooaaanad is ikm aaanaacaa, and andaotidn mat an at* bold an SO 10 7D% coaann^ No* that «4ik tfa Jfanlfaf aanM
an ahnoat enduaVafr nmgfivm by cr", ttw tauaynuoa aaqiwra foe j r uiuilaai that of g" to a ajgnnVat m i l (36% 10 tha •aauanragnhoan
apntnam of aaaai ia other aagdu mat do at nnqr cnoodi SASP naafa ba nooaafead by e^ rathe* tkanffG.A panact RB3 ananaanfarAacaau
aJWAiieano latadabow the laailnaai aupjanraa For eadiaaaa,fathe aaatnaai eaqaeaCTetaa pmatm -10 and -35 g° proaxiUa aaaiianrae
an •feiliahend io porpU, the RBS in yeloa-, and the Haaefalini etnrtcodon la red; for the iluaaaUaaai aaaaanrntha aandlliia atop codoi ie
afeMiafaod fa eraan aad aa inrectga repeatfeloajadby a T-rich raajoa • ia c/aa.

pntttiw ytrpa SASP torn Aramtacalkr ap. oral tatoo 786
atnia D14, Paenibtctl*! avnwaia^ricus, Paenibacitui ap.
JDR-Z and PatrntadAa ap. YM412MC10 had 9,12, 14. tod
1 4 * Gin, tnapactfaefa, win* tat Ppo protein had 13% Gfa
(Fig. 2). Owafl, th«M data a n ooaaJateat with tin proteim
taaodad by that* genet being rtjpa SASP, ittboaati thta hat
by no metoi bean prowja hi artditinn, the tbeMce of raydoee
bomoJog of Ppo eacoded bj other conipfatery atqaeaced
extremely drrarte, perhapa mace to than many other dadet of
BaciUaltt apeclea.
Aaaljnii oT SASP a r t jap gene* ia i4. acfatewiaavav aporei.
Io contrast to the P. pdfmya apoie extract, tha A. aciiotaU
tfarfasapon oirict pro<hJc»dataya aMi^ QTa^rbaiid (band
1) on acid gai etaxsrophofaaJi, wih thit band rsfKaog anahdy
fatter than B. aubriki SASP->, at wad as at ltaat oat other
minor band (band 2) (Rg, 3, laoe 3, arigntiaa pceWon of fl
nbtab SASP-Y d.ooted by tha arrow). NootharbaadtaOuA
acHocaUarius extract had 25% of the kxerairj of the major
bind.

Aatomated aequnOPB aflaJriit of baodj 1 aad 2 from the A.
adtiocaUarius ipore extract raaulttd in the taqaaoEaa ANNS
GSNS aad ANQN(SG]SNR, wfcfcti were perfict matchai to
the N-termkial aaqueooe of A. ockkxoUaitu o/p-typa SASP
Aacl and Aae2, taapectfaeh-, with the N-termiDal metttaoine
reakhtei removed (Ffa, 2). The region apatraaa of the aacl
and aac2 geoei contaioed good matchM to Ucefy tramcrfatioa
aod tratraafton aigoeli foaod io other gmm anooding oxtjor
SASP, aad both genes had a Ukely trtoacriptioa teroxkaUDr
dowaareaoi of tha traoatatiofl Mop codoa (Fig. 4). The iaeorincatlcin of ooty n/p-type SASP in add extraca of A acide-

ct)kUriwipotMMit^tthudipoiMciitm»pe6*tcatH*kii
Ytype SASP, it it expreaiad only poorry, ia not acid whaUe.or
itextnmerylai^todigMtkaibyaaacidkproteaw.Hawevit,
h Mans oare Ukaly that thii apecieB doe* not contaJn m «a>£
gene, tateed, whig a taafch of the comrieted A. tcidotatdbrfasafideteearyrefaJedA aenergeoamcsdid ewetl potential geoei anoodkigproteitw that had near matches todie 7-*i
GPR d e m g a ske motif, caodidate aeau lacked many other
faatufei of genet •ocoding y-^pe SASP to «aliBrflocilfcuape-
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ctes or P. pafymt/m, audi at • strong RBS and putative o-°
promoter semurjcei (data act shown). Camqataiy,
k appeal! QKMt lately thai J4 adatewtfafiuf and A micas? lack ao

DISCUSSION
The work Jo tfaai communication indicates that although
BpE genu are found ia most apare-fbtmiag BaaVoki spades,
they am moat lately absent from A aotdbcelfcriiii and fl. aciciae, two specks ihit are evototionarily diwrpnt from other
•oom-fcrmkgjBadfcfai (J, 4,9, 15,33,38t tea btlow). Phytogenetic reconstruction of bacterial evokukn c m be mote
strakuu*urw*rd due aearcbes far protein orthotogs, and thai
hat been dam far Fkmieum apecke k the put (15). We barn
reconstructed a Ffcm'cttiH phyiogeoetic tne that kctudei all
known niE-contakaig apecka, alone with a number of other
Firmicumi, indadkg thoae of Bacittla spades that lack an
BpE gene. In outer to generate the pkykgBnetk tree taring the
moat up-to-date information from public databaias, we merged
16S rRNA aequeacea ffom various prokttyotic genome maoajcea, indadkg the NCB1, RDF, and GreeaGeaaa databases. In particular, me RDP database w u used to provide a
broad survey of vadotu daaeee of 16S rRNA aequeace* to
kcieaei the accuracy of our predictions. A l reconstructions
war* performed u k g the BOSQUE program (26> and critical laqueooai which appeared to be volatile during alignment ware croes-validated via external BLAST searches of
EB1 pmkaryotfc 165 rRNA sequences, aa well at by comparison with preview mconstructkme. lactation of sequencesof i number of Clostridium specie* w u shown to be
critical for training the reccowtruction to accurately dattar
ThermoacMnamyca apecka k a manner that waa conekteat
with exttmal BLAST aearcbaa of currant data, as wall at
prevknu recottstracttaas by other groups. The sequence
alignment was done aekg Muada 3.6, and the tree waa
derived using AIC with four categoriei and PfcyML evolution by HKY (1, 13). The final tre* (Fk. 5) kdudas the
apore-fotming Bocillata apecka with completed genomes, aa
well aa thoae shown previously to contain an apE gene, even
though duaa specks' genomes have not bean aequenced
(18,25, 34), as well aa memberi of other Fanraouns genera
and apecka. Import tody, memberi of one each genua, TUertnaaciHOmyces, are highly dissimilar to other Fkmicma and
hava very few doaely matching naigbbnn. A BLAST search
of 16S rRNA sequences from Thermoactmamyca apecka
yielded low acorei, indicating that the geout Thtrmooctrntomyta may be a plrykgeaetteauy coherent group of organisms, as baa been aaggeeted in previous analyaea (37,38).
Knowledge of the evolutionary positions of specks that do
and do not contak apE genea (Rg. 5) BOW attows aa to pkpojot tha commoa ancestor thatftratacquired the JspE genea
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aa between the ancestor of PaembtciRus apedei tod that of
AkcydobaciUm a i p j tuaciae, lince P. pol/mfm aad Brtvibaatttf brtvti conttki an BpE gene, nentoaamomyces
MP<ifMusooatk»ms^>EsMB,iodittcpoai%oaaMiaiy-typt
SASP (Fk. 1) (19,34). Tma analyaia alao predkta that 7*ermabtctbu app. wil coatak an iBaE-Uka gene, wtdk Pamtmia
•pecks at wall aaflodiiu jcUydii wll lack anqpEgene, Tha
dMermkation of at least tha Pasteur* pentirmi geaome sequence ia k progress (21), ao a deflnkira teat of thia pmtMctJan
may aoon be fewbeommg. We note, however, that the overaB
ktBtpmtatkn saranas that an ja^Egene dad not emerge tad
waa subsequently lost within these tan. We also do not know
how many other potentially informative ancestral taza an not
avaitabk for anaiyais due to BaolUei underaampling, aad k
add it inn, many Jariffe/u culture cottectian acceaakma a n raisideotiaad (17).
Inadcutirjototlieibi«nc«ofSASP-7andanj^genBfrom
A. tcidccaMariui and in doaery related apecka, the absence of
s p £ genea has previoojry been noted k tpore-forming Cbitrid&a apecka (7,8,32). Oeady a -»-type SASP is not sasentkl
for apace farmatkw, spore stablky, or spore resistance, although SASP-f doesproride aa amko add reasrve that can be
used k spom outgrowth (12,30). However, this must not bean
easentkt ruoctioo, •alike the eawntkl rote k spore DNA protection for me ic/pvtype SASP priamnt k all ipare-fooning
Ftmtumi. a/p-Type SASP deg^adatkn can also aupoiy much
amko add for protein lyatheaia eiay k apore omtgrowth (12,
29). Preaamany, the addkiond gam k amko add storage
capacity k dorawat tpores that could be provided by a -rtype
SASP a t a tut provide spares with a significant evolutionary
advamage, or tbfek compensated fork other waya. Indeed, at
least under laboratory conditions, it h very dmkuk to demon•tme a major pheootypk effect of Icae of SASP-v from A
mtaar apoma that contak normal tevala of a/p-type SASP
(1^.
The likely absence of a ytype SASP boa A acakraUanati
apoma and the apparent absence of aa sanE gaae from A
rnacur aa wet suggest that apoma of memberi of the dade
enntlining these organiams do not contak a -y-QP« SASP.
Perhaps knowing mare d e a l s about the propertka of tpores
of membera of thia dade ta compariaon with apoma that do
coatak -Hype SASP aaay auggeat poattae addkkoal functkMB
far thia extremely abandant tpom protein, other than aknpty
being aa amko add reservoir. In this regard k B perhaps
noteworthy thatv4. acktocaUariui ia an aerobe. Thua, v-type
SASP seem most lately not to ptey any atetiMcam tote k
apoma' long-term tolerance to oxygen, wbJe thia mkht hare
been aaggeated aa a pojammty had the upE gens appeared
only k the transition between the anaerobic Cfemidafer and
the generaly aerobic BaetUa apecka

c trw lot Hrmia»a apxica. TVe U M n caaetracted awag 165 tRNA n q v u n ai 4<acxe>sd at * • tcoL O f u
vmmpE gem, oojaBam aanwa ia nddo mot oootaBi an upE gpae, aad for ocauiaa auum as bhcklbi owa>krte4^
i a act iisaaehi and l e j j a a at BM aiiaiiuD or abanan of the ap£ got has net kvoo earned oat 71a n d artsriak aajaoant to B.
jfinianaWcavi tadkatu Aat tail ajMO» iteoat oertaia^ torn not a/onlan), aa ifcai i Iwal ia Hie tod. The latge yean latarkk in dw ngtcxi
b»laeead»aBca»loiofaMfcnJMina^fawa«aadn^a«c»<orora^
•volxioa aeon tkeaeiE §jae eaaiasi.nl Tke awitinn adjacaat to iatedat knack aoiati ia At ttee a n boot amp vakaa.
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Chapter 5: The R3 Methodology for NMR Structure Calculation in Sparse
Data Backgrounds

"The only way of discovering the limits of the possible is to venture a little way
past them, into the impossible."
-Clarke's Second Law, From The Journal of Future Studies (Shuck, 2004).

Background
Iterative Structure Calculation
The primary methodologies for structural analysis of proteins include NMR
spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. These techniques are complimentary:
X-ray crystallography is effective for determination of "still frames" of large
proteins which can be crystallized, whereas NMR is uniquely suited for studying
dynamics aspects of protein structures.
Current areas of research include increasing the size limitations of NMR,
as well as the level of automation (Gryk et al. 2010, Monetlione et al. 2009). NMR
structure calculation using traditional methods requires well-refined, high quality,
comprehensive data sets (namely resonance assignments and NOESY peak
lists) (Hermann 2002).
Chemical shift assignments and NOESY peaks are the primary input to
commonplace methods for structure calculation by NMR (which involve NOESY
peak assignment), followed by restraint generation and structure calculation
(Hermann et al. 2002). The CYANA noeassign protocol implements an iterative
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application of this principal to drastically improve structure quality: back-checking
of NOESY derived restraints against previously calculated structures iteratively
improves restraint sets. Each such iteration is referred to as a "cycle".
Like any iterative method, noeassign's success depends on a base-case.
This case is represented by the initial restraint set and a "seeded" (that is,
generated from minimal previous knowledge) structure, which cannot be backchecked against a previous one. This structure generally tends to be a good
starting point in "average" or "best" case scenarios (i.e. where data is close to
complete), but in non-ideal cases, is less effective (Hermann et al. 2002). In this
work, we investigate the substituting of this seeded structure as a mechanism for
increasing the accuracy of NMR structure determination from sparse input.
Sparseness refers to a relative paucity of empirical data artifacts, namely
chemical shifts and peaks, but can also be thought of in terms of restraints, since
chemical shifts and peaks are required inputs to the restraint generating
algorithms, which are necessary for solving structures, by NMR (Hermann et al.
2002).
Can Bootstrapping Better Guide Iterative Calculations on Sparse Data
Sets?
The proposed rationale for a new strategy for structure determination is as
follows: We can increase the number of correct NOESY peak assignments, and
thus the accuracy of a structure by improving the initial bootstrap structure. We
present and evaluate a method for accomplishing this, called R3 (Reseed,
Recalculate, and Rescue) that is capable of improving or "rescuing" structure

calculations that would otherwise fail (in sparse data backgrounds) by reseeding
a structure calculation protocol with a higher quality structure, and then running a
noeassign calculation.
The inner-workings of CYANA suggest a natural way to implement R3.
We describe this general methodology along with an implementation (for the
CYANA program) that is easily adapted. We show that R3 is capable of both
success and failure, that is, that variable bootstrapping results discriminate
"good" structures from "bad" ones. We also demonstrate efficacy of R3 for
increasing the quality of three previously solved proteins of varying sizes (other
examples are provided as supplementary data) in sparse conditions. These were
simulated over a titration of randomly removed data points in both chemical shift
and NOESY space. Finally, we share conclusions regarding several potential
applications of this method. There are a number of such future directions,
including filtration of structures from a large set of potentially "correct" seeds,
increased automation of the NMR calculation workflow, and identification of
erroneous peak assignment / restraint artifacts.
Methods
Implementation of the R3 Method
In the R3 methodology we alter the initial structure (which serves as base
input to an iterative structure calculation method, such as noeassign). The
"noeassign" method can be generically described as follows: Given a set of
peaks p, chemical shift assignments c, angle restraints, and a linear chain of
amino acids, we calculate peak assignments aO and a corresponding set of

structure restraints rO. We then use the set of AO along with initial input data to
calculate a protein structure sO. After this is completed, we recall p, and
recalculate a new set of assignments and restraints (a1 and rl), as well as a new
structure, s1. This process is continued a total of n times, until we are satisfied
with the structure pN-1. CYANA typically runs 7 of such cycles. To implement R3
in a theoretical sense, we simply substitute sO with a structure obtained by some
other means.
Technically, R3 was implemented using the CYANA program via the
noeassign macro that operates in an entirely automated fashion. Noeassign
scripts were specified in a typical CYANA "CALC.cya" script, which is
comparable to the standard noeassign scripts (available at
http://www.cyana.org). Specifically, noeassign generates a series of
assignments (cyclel.noa), and a structure (cyclel.pdb)from calculated restraints
(cyclel.upl). In this case of R3, cyclel.pdb is the "seeded" structure.
Acquisition of Test Data Sets
The chemical shift and peak assignments for proteins were obtained from
http://bmrb.wisc.edu, having BMRB ids 15270, 16790, and 6546 (Urlich et al.
2007). The data sets had protein lengths of 111,128, and 175 residues
respectively. Thousands of such data sets are available with differing
completeness - for testing, we used a small subset of well-formatted data sets
possesing sufficient data required for structure calculation. To create a broad
range of data sets with varying NOESY / chemical shift completeness, 300
experiments were run. For each protein, random chemical shifts and NOESY

peaks were removed for all percentages ranging from 10 to 100. A subtle but
important feature of such a pruning is that it removes chemical shifts in each
such data set, where the algorithm for pruning is as follows:
0) Define P as the percentage of peaks to retain, and define C as the
percentage of chemical shift assignments to retain.
1) Select P% of peaks from each peak list, randomly.
2) Compile all selected peaks into combined peak list, which will be called
P3) Compile all resonance assignments from peaks in p, calling this c (this
is the set of resonances which were assigned to a peak).
4) Remove duplicates from c.
5) Randomly select chemical shifts from c until C percent of ALL chemical
shifts have been selected, or 100% of c has been selected. If the
number of shifts selected is < than C% of ALL chemical shifts, continue
to randomly select new chemical shifts from the remaining chemical
shifts (which are outside of the set c).
The outputs of (2) and (5) represent pruned peak and chemical shift sets
that were used in R3 calculations.
Calculation of Structures (Standard Noeassign and Reseeding)
The results in this work were obtained using Cyana 3 software, but similar
results were found when R3 was tested on Cyana 2.1. In the case of R3,10000
calculation steps were implemented for 7 rounds of iterative assignment and
structure calculation. Since each calculation was intensive, they were run in

paralleled on an 8-CPU application server. Particularly long structure calculations
for standard noeassign were calculated first as per the noeassign standard
methodology. For R3 "rescue" calculations, these calculations were cloned (with
exception of all files of cycles 2 through 7, as well as final cyana outputs),
cleaned of all cycles (with exception of the first), and reseeded with a cyana
structure calculated from a "complete" set of chemical shifts and NOEs (that is, a
quality structure calculated from the unfiltered BMRB archive). This can be done
by overwriting the "cyclel .pdb" file with a predetermined structure. The Talos+
program was also utilized to generate angle restraints for data sets in all cases.
These tasks were automated using the Java programming language for data
integration in conjunction python scripts for execution.
R3 Evaluation Criteria
To quantify our ability to improve structure calculation by better
bootstrapping we report the accuracy (and precision) of all structures.
Quantification of accuracy is done in CA RMSDs for simplicity and uniformity of
comparison.
Data Analysis
Analysis of the large amounts of data produced by this method was
undertaken using scripts that imported cyana data sets using software derived
from the VENN application for homology titration (Vyas et al 2009) into a MySQL
server.

Results
The performance of the R3 bootstrapping methodology is demonstrated in
this section using 600 structure calculations for 3 different proteins retrieved from
the BMRB. The BMRB ids for proteins shown in this section are 15270,16790,
and 6546, which have 111,128, and 175 residues, respectively. To simplify and
integrate the discussion of these results we define two calculations: controls and
rescues. "Control" structure calculation experiments are calculations that have a
standard CYANA seeded structure. "Rescues", in contrast, are those that are
seeded with a high quality seeded structure in the first cycle of a CYANA
calculation.
We noticed structure improvement on a broad scale for all 300 structures.
We define "improvement" as the decrease in CA RMSD between a control
calculation and its R3 rescued counterpart. Precision varied more considerably
in this approach.
R3's Improves Structure Accuracy over a Broad Range
We first wanted to show that R3 generally increases the quality of
structure calculations in sparse data conditions, where chemical shifts and peaks
have been removed. Figure 19 shows 6 plots illustrating the general
improvements in accuracy obtained in various data sets where 10% to 90% of all
chemical shifts or 10 to 90 % of all NOE peaks were removed for each of the
three data sets, and Figure 20 visualizes the 3D structure of proteins calculated
by the R3 method, as well as the standard CYANA methodology. In each figure
only 70% chemical shift and 70% of all peaks were available for calculation of

data. The resulting accuracy and precision is tabulated for all experiments in
tabulated in Table 6.
It is clear that R3 becomes begins improving accuracy at 10% data set
completeness, all the way up to 90% completeness. The most drastic increase in
improvement occurs in the range of 50% to 90% completeness. We found that
bootstrapping is not required, nor helpful, when data quality is high enough to
resolve the structure independently.
R3 Can Drastically Improve Restraint Set Quality in Sparse Conditions
In extreme scenarios (i.e. when data is sparse), we found that R3 was
capable of rescuing structures effectively (up to a certain limit). For example, we
note improvements from 8.6 to 2.6 angstroms (BMRB id 15270 calculated with
60% CS and 90% NOE) and 7.6 to 2.94 (BMRB id 16790 calculated with 80%
CS, and only 20% NOE). The opposite case was seldom noted (this is visually
corroborated by inspecting the 6 plots in Table 6). It is clear that R3 can retain
high quality restraints, even in scenarios of extreme sparseness: only 48% and
9% of total restraints were recovered by the R3 method in the last two of the
aforementioned data sets, for example. This indicates that a few high-quality
restraints can be a very powerful ally in the process of structure determination.
Discussion
R3 could be thought of as improving accuracy in one of two ways. First, it
may boost the total number of restraints, so that proteins are more likely to be
constrained into a natural conformation. Another explanation for R3's
improvements is that it improves overall quality of NOE assignment derived

restraints. These experiments show the latter to be true: When comparing control
and rescue calculations, we saw that the overall number of restraints varied only
slightly. Our results (Table 6) demonstrate that R3 (as implemented in the
CYANA program) is capable of satisfying this requirement: high quality seeded
structures cannot rescue a calculation's accuracy in all scenarios. The seeded
structure does not "force" convergence to the correct solution in all scenarios,
that is, the quality of a structure calculation using the R3 method ultimately is a
measurement of the quality of empirically derived input data, and the seed does
not appear to bias the results of calculation in a manner which is inconsistent
with available peak and chemical shift data.
We might consider several, hybrid approaches to structure determination.
Any such method might work by generating an overall protein fold which
approximates the correct structure as input to R3. The R3 algorithm could then
be applied using a small set of peaks and resonance assignments, with the
seeded structure as input. There are many methods which might be put to the
task of generating such seeds, including the CS-Rosetta program for structure
calculation in the absence of NOESY peaks, the Swiss-Model server for
homology based protein structure prediction. Additionally we might be able to
refine such seeds by inclusion of restraints from different sources (for example,
empirically derived or known restraints on the topology of a protein) might be
incorporated into such seeds.

Another intriguing future application for R3 would be as a tool for direct
filtration of good structure estimates from poor ones. The synergistic
combination of these methods with a technique such as R3 could result in novel,
hybrid approaches to structure calculation. Another potential application of this
method is in the area of benchmarking and refinement of structure calculations.
By randomly removing data and recalculating a structure multiple times we can
measure the stability of a structure calculation, with respect to empirical data.
Such an analysis could help to determine generic heuristics for structure
calculation, while also aiding in the identification of outlier data points in a specific
structure calculation attempt.
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Fig. 18. A comparison of control and R3 calculation accuracy when varying the
amount of data for calculation (either chemical shifts or peaks). Red points
(diamonds) depict the accuracy (Y-axis) of R3 calculations at a given chemical
shift or peak percentage, blue points (squares) represent corresponding control
calculation. Accuracy is determined as the CA-RMSD to gold standard structure
calculations.

Table 6 (a-f). CA-accuracy and heavy atom precision (reported by CYANA) for
600 structure calculation experiements (continued next page).
a) BMRB ID: 6546
Accuracy
(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

R

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

7.09

6.83

5.53

5.04

5.26

3.4

3.8

4.82

4.83

4.6

20

3.41

3.91

4.11

5.9

5.18

5.36

7.12

6.21

5.16

7.59

30

3.84

3.72

5.78

5.17

6.11

5.11

5.07

6.26

4.85

5.11

40

4.11

4.21

4.12

5.94

5.05

5.48

4.38

4.83

4.93

2.63

50

5.01

5.37

8.17

5.52

5.22

5.95

5.3

4.36

3.68

2.44

60

6.59

5.07

8.06

8.6

7.21

6.46

5.17

4.35

2.58

2.4

70

3.03

3.68

3.67

5.23

6.21

4.52

4.63

3.88

3.56

1.97

80

6.72

6

6.28

5.73

5.24

11.06 5.47

4.1

4.16

1.35

90

5.02

4.54

5.54

4.48

5.46

6.12

6.12

4.57

2.6

1.5

100

3.76

6.65

5.54

5.81

6.12

5.63

9.4

3.28

1.76

0

(Perce ntage c>f Peaks Retained)

C

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

7.09

6.83

8.12

5.56

4.95

5.7

4.92

2.83

5.62

4.35

20

3.41

4.48

5.03

5.24

4.71

5.37

4.25

5.09

5.37

3.72

30

3.84

5.85

5.53

5.37

5.01

5.9

4.99

3.9

3.31

2.97

40

4.11

3.66

4.83

5.23

7.06

6.41

5.25

2.82

3.45

2.61

50

5.01

4.64

5.88

5.52

5.5

3.73

3.49

3.26

2.33

1.96

60

6.59

5.16

4.29

5.14

6.38

3.36

3.73

2.57

2.52

2.52

70

3.03

5.2

5.37

5.01

5.07

3.71

3.22

2.72

2.47

1.62

80

6.72

5.33

4.86

7.38

6.42

3.64

3.08

1.96

2.09

1.47

90

2.96

5.89

4.73

5.56

4.69

3.03

3.07

1.96

2.51

1.65

100

3.76

5.29

5.46

7.16

7.11

3.47

2.67

1.94

1.68

1.79

b)BMRB ID: 15720
Accuracy
(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

R

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

6.32

4.9

4.42

7.05

5.54

5.34

4.37

7.83

5.9

4.75

20

5.61

7.35

4.91

6.49

5.31

4.34

5.07

4.93

6.76

4.82

30

3.94

5.65

6.1

4.11

4.28

9.01

5.3

6.73

5.93

5.63

40

6.32

5.01

4.82

5.17

4.43

4.41

4.46

6.1

5.05

3.77

50

4.6

4.44

5.74

6.53

4.89

4.5

5.69

6.11

4.38

2.63

60

4.85

5.8

5.66

6.02

6.52

6.21

6.29

5.1

8.02

2

70

5.78

7.66

6.76

5.44

4.97

5.5

7.8

7.3

4.38

1.52

80

4.94

5.59

4.83

7.02

5.13

5.89

3.99

6.5

2.99

1.5

90

8.99

3.9

5.79

7.07

4.96

8.62

10.21

9.57

3.68

1.13

100

5.18

4.5

5.6

6.12

6.22

4.39

4.85

7.41

3.44

0

(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

C

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

6.32

4.9

4.42

6.13

3.89

4.95

4.65

4.55

4.4

4.83

20

5.61

7.35

6.82

6.2

5.31

6.28

6.04

5.13

5.69

4.46

30

3.94

5.65

4.27

4.6

4.63

4.85

5.19

5.55

2.84

2.8

40

6.32

2.82

3.62

3.58

5.92

4.54

3.97

3.01

2.14

2.36

50

4.6

6.33

5.26

5.85

4.39

5.62

4.17

3.58

2.05

1.68

60

4.85

5.39

6.61

4.41

5.2

3.35

5.75

2.21

1.63

1.65

70

5.78

3.66

5.09

4.43

8.26

6.16

2.15

2.17

1.49

1.84

80

4.94

5.76

6.16

4.39

3.01

3.23

2.76

1.82

1.38

1.55

90

8.99

4.64

5.1

5.86

3.73

2.59

2.31

2.04

1.71

1.18

100

4.41

6.13

5.17

4.23

3.2

5.25

2

1.5

1.38

1.3

c) BMRB ID: 16790
Accuracy
(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

R

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

5.26

4.81

6.61

4.52

5.98

5.97

4.57

4.82

5.99

8.43

20

8.25

4.33

3.77

5.54

6.07

4.96

4.39

7.58

4.14

3.85

30

3.79

5.58

5.4

5.63

4.77

9.01

4.57

5.97

4.62

5.46

40

4.93

5.74

7.18

5.52

5.02

4.2

5.97

3.46

3.56

5.47

50

8.25

6.54

4.92

6.29

7.41

5

3.25

4.71

2.94

4.8

60

4.5

5.27

6.17

6.38

4.41

5.33

4.24

5.43

1.97

2.16

70

8.25

4.1

5.96

6.51

6.02

3.88

5.79

4.42

2.92

1.68

80

4.64

5.77

5.11

5.4

4.5

5.21

4.59

1.81

2.5

1.98

90

8.25

4.44

5.2

5.31

4.3

5.1

5.6

4.23

1.66

1.6

100

5.47

8.07

5.85

4.85

5.16

3.89

2.73

2.6

3.61

0

(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

C

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

5.26

4.81

6.61

3.15

5.3

4.94

5.95

4.91

4.08

5.61

20

8.25

3.79

6.54

4.6

4.7

6.36

6.23

2.94

3.94

4.2

30

3.79

4.67

7.56

4.66

5.3

7.4

4.03

4.97

3.95

2.84

40

4.93

5.6

5.06

5.6

4.17

4.56

4.18

4.56

3.56

2.5

50

8.25

4.74

4.78

5.64

5.3

3.3

4.92

3.25

4.31

1.46

60

4.33

4.29

5.76

5.2

3.13

4.46

5.32

2.65

2.09

1.44

70

8.25

4.63

5.1

6.69

3.71

2.95

3.35

2.53

2.14

2.24

80

4.64

8.83

6.65

5.25

3.43

2.35

5.24

1.83

1.22

2.19

90

8.25

6.66

6.46

4.49

2.88

3.28

5.57

1.91

2.16

1.55

100

4.85

5.91

3.56

4.74

2.76

3.41

3.77

2.41

2.24

1.73

d) BMRB ID: 6546
Precision
(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

R

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

30.6

28

21.9

22.1

20.9

23.7

18.2

30.6

18.1

14.2

20

28.5

28.8

17.9

21.7

14.6

22.1

13.7

12.1

12.4

7.6

30

30

21.4

29.8

19

13.9

11.8

9.6

6.2

4.8

5.4

40

27.2

32.6

22.1

17.9

11.3

13.6

11.3

4.3

3.5

3.8

50

27.3

25.9

13.1

19.5

11.6

4.7

3.6

2.8

2.7

3.2

60

31

25

21.9

19.8

10.7

8.4

3.8

2.3

2.2

2.4

70

30.3

28.1

21.9

18.4

12.2

4.1

4.2

2.1

1.9

1.5

80

28.4

28.6

20.7

14.1

9.2

5

3.1

2.8

1.8

2.3

90

34.7

26.7

23.2

12.5

5.4

4.4

4.6

1.2

2

1.2

100 28.7 21.6 12.7 10.5 14.6 3.5

2.1

2.8

1.3

1.4

(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

c

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

30.8

28.2

22.1

22.4

21

23.8

18.6

30.4

18.6

14.7

20

28.5

29

18.2

21.8

15.3

22.4

14.3

12.6

13.1

8.1

30

29.8

21.9

30.1

19.4

14.4

12.4

10.1

6.7

5.4

5.9

40

27.5

32.7

22.3

18.4

11.9

14.2

11.8

4.7

4

4.2

50

27.4

26.2

13.7

19.9

12.2

5.2

4.1

3.3

3.2

3.6

60

30.7

25.1

22.2

20.2

11.2

9.1

4.3

2.8

2.7

2.9

70

30.4

28.3

22.2

18.8

12.8

4.6

4.7

2.5

2.4

2

80

28.6

28.8

21.1

14.6

9.7

5.5

3.6

3.2

2.3

2.8

90

34.9

26.8

23.5

13

6.1

5

5

1.7

2.4

1.7

13.3

11

15.2

4

2.6

3.2

1.8

1.9

100 28.6 22

e) BMRB ID: 15720
Precision
(Percentage of Peaks Retained)

R

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

21

23.2

22.4

23.4

22.7

19

17

19

19.8

15.4

20

21.8

22.8

17.5

18.7

19.4

15.7

13

12

13.8

8.8

30

24.3

23.9

21.2

14.3

12.3

14

12.6

9.8

4.3

3.6

40

21

21.9

22.2

14.6

13.7

11.6

9 '

6.6

3

2.6

50

23.3

16.7

20.1

18.7

12.8

9.5

5.3

2.4

2

1.1

60

21.1

23.3

18.8

14

12.8

8.2

6.3

2.6

0.9

1.2

70

23.1

22.8

20.8

11.2

11.1

8.7

2.1

1.2

0.9

0.6

80

22.4

16.9

15.2

9.1

13.7

3.6

1.8

1.9

1.1

0.8

90

19.9

18.2

18.8

13.5

5.2

3.5

1.8

0.9

0.6

0.5

5.6

3.5

1.6

0.7

0.6

0.5

100 17.1 17.5 12.3 7.6

Percentage of Peaks Retained)

c

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

21.1

22.9

22.4

23.2

22.7

18.4

17.2

19.1

20

15.6

20

21.7

22.7

17.7

18.7

19.4

15.9

13.2

12.3

13.9

9.1

30

24.1

23.9

21.1

14.3

12.5

14.2

13

10.2

4.5

4.1

40

21.1

21.8

22.3

14.8

14.3

11.9

9.6

6.9

3.5

2.8

50

23.3

16.8

20.1

18.7

13

9.7

5.8

2.8

2.5

1.6

60

21.2

23.2

18.8

14.1

13.1

8.3

6.7

2.9

1.4

1.6

70

23.1

22.8

20.9

11.7

11.1

8.9

2.5

1.7

1.3

1.1

80

22.3

17.3

15.4

9.6

14

4.1

2.2

2.5

1.4

1.2

90

20

18.2

18.7

13.8

5.8

4.1

2.1

1.4
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Control Calculation: with 70%
Chemical shifts and 70% Peaks.

R3 (rescued) calculation: with 70%
Chemical shifts and 70% Peaks.

Fig. 19 Control calculations vs rescue calculations visualized. Each row
represents a BMRB ID, and the two columns correspond to standard calculations
(left) and R3 calculations (right). In red, the correct conformer from the gold
standard calculation is shown as reference. In blue, the entire bundle calculated
by CYANA for the control (left column) or R3 methodology (right column) is
shown. Figures made and aligned with Molmol (Coradi et al. 1996).

Conclusions

"So perhaps the time has come to do some mindless collecting of data."
-Laurie Goodman, From "Hypothesis Limited Research" (1999).

Our interest in integration of protein data originated from a need identified
in the "CONNJUR" and "Minimotif-Miner" projects to integrate and normalize data
so as to simplify the process of structural and functional protein analysis,
respectively. While working towards these ends, it became clear that data
integration is a field unto itself. The broad range of content in this thesis supports
the notion that data integration is emerging as an increasingly important theme in
many areas of the molecular biology of proteins.
Our methods rely on a strategy that is grounded in fundamental
information modeling- and we have demonstrated the implementation of this
strategy using data-marts, coupled with federated utilities for data ingestion.
These technologies facilitate an array of analytical techniques, which can deliver
accurate hypotheses to the practicing biologist in an efficient manner.
This work has advanced our understanding of the integrative nature of
bioinformatics data in several ways. These pages have provided (1) a robust
foundation for defining and mining Minimotif information, (2) a platform for
semantically rigorous curation of Minimotifs on a large scale, (3) a practical
method for integration of the structural, sequence, and functional aspects of
proteins, (4) new insights into the boundaries of the time point in evolution
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wherein the SSPE gene emerged in Firmicutes which would be extremely difficult
to ascertain without an integrated data processing framework for data mining of
bacterial genomes, and (5) exemplary methods for increasing scope of protein
structure determination by NMR.
Advances in Minimotif Technology
In the first two chapters of this work I have presented a novel "syntax"
defining the information content of Minimotifs that is consistent and
unambiguous, and implemented this syntax in a structured relational database.
Because this syntax is precise, it was able to be implemented in such a database
in a manner that allowed for the querying of various aspects of Minimotif
functionality in an intuitive and dynamic fashion.
By coupling a database implementing our model of peptide function to the
"Mimosa" application for peptide annotation, we were able to deploy an
interactive, high throughput, multi-user technology for the unambiguous
annotation of functional peptide motifs. Ongoing work by Schiller and
Rajeskeran indicates that this model for molecular function and its ability to be
expressed in a structured database can be used to increase the quality of motif
searches in the MnM database.
The structured nature of our syntax allows us to leverage the power of
large databases and computers for aiding the process of annotation. The
ambiguity of common protein annotation vocabularies makes the use of
machines as aids in such annotation a less attractive option (machines are
notoriously bad at dealing with ambiguous, unstructured data).

Finally, we developed a new algorithm for efficiently discriminating
literature abstracts containing data about Minimotifs from other abstracts. This
technology is again based on the Mimosa system for annotation, which includes
hundreds of thousands of medical abstracts that can be automatically viewed in
context of Minimotif related content. This algorithm is generic, and may be
applied in other scenarios where the differentiation of text content is desired.
The ability to generically, adaptively rank abstracts could be of much
broader useto the research community, and it would be relatively simple to
implement an adaptive system which personalized the extraction and clustering
of literature for individual investigators. As another, personal offshoot of this
technology, I recently deployed the JlmpactFactor crawler
(http://iimpactfactor.appspot.com), which has been deployed which outputs all
journals which are relevant to a particular area of study, author name, or gene
name.
The "sequence" information content of functional of Minimotifs is limited to
just a few amino acids in a search string which can potentially match thousands
of proteins in a mammalian proteome. However, when we consider the fact that
any peptide, in addition to its sequence attributes, contains molecular partners
and taxonomical context, it becomes clear that there indeed is more information
then sheer sequence at our disposal. In order to utilize these attributes,
however, they must be appropriately normalized and modeled. The notion of
integrating data to compensate for degeneracies is also a basis for many of the
other techniques applied in these pages.

VENN: Bringing "Structural Biology" to Life
The Venn application demonstrates integration that cuts across the many
domains of protein informatics - namely sequence, structure, and function, again
touching on the theme of broader integration for increasing information
resolution. This application, which exhibits broader integration then the Minimotif
work, was capable of leveraging our previously constructed API's from the
CONNJUR and MnM projects in a synergistic manner.
We are all familiar with the puzzlement posed by a three-dimensional
structural model, in spite of its impressive aesthetic qualities. Protein structural
interpretation is often difficult because its not always clear which regions of a
protein are responsible for which functions - the many biologically inert regions
of protein structures (for example, residues at the core) confound our ability to
see the signifcance of a protein when viewing it in 3D.
The VENN application allows us to rapidly detect significant substructures
in spite of exceeding complexity of 3D coordinates by integrating the latest
advances in protein and DNA sequencing to the world of structural biology,
allowing the biologist to visualize the consequences of evolution over millions of
years in color on a computer desktop. In simple analyses, unimportant residues
simply appear white. In more sophisticated workflows, such as that described in
the chapter, scientists may identify regions of important function by utilizing
sophisticated alignment and "titration" techniques, coupled with careful analysis
of residue coloration.

The new version of VENN is web based, allows arbitrary coloring of any
sort on the RGB scale, the use of any one of hundreds of alignment matrices
available at NCBI, and allows for uploading of custom PDB and fasta-formatted
data sets. Venn's exemplary beta-zip transcription factor was just the first step
towards development of new paradigm that promises to bring us many returns in
the future. We have ultimately taken the VENN system and scaled it into the
"HIV-Toolbox" application, which integrates data on an even larger scale
(Saergent et al 2011). I certainly envision the continued integration of VENN with
more biological data as time goes on - including sequence isolates, DNA
sequence conservation for nucleotide bound structures, and gene-ontology
terms.
Its quite interesting to consider the consequences of higher throughput
structure determination on such applications, since these advances will ultimately
increase the data available to tools like VENN by orders of magnitude. At some
point in the future, it might be possible that VENN allows for titration of structural
as well as sequence changes in a single visual environment.
Data Integration for Distantly Related Proteins
Sequence similarity of genes and proteins is essential for use of common
gene finding tools such as BLAST. However, there are cases where a gene's
function is not reliant on its primary sequence. In such a scenario, common
protein sequence based searches may not readily find true homologs. The
SSPE protein in firmicutes is a textbook case of such a gene, which shares very
little amino acid sequence similarity to its neighbors.

A desire to find "all" SSPEs in the firmicute proteome inspired the work of
Chapter 4. In this work, we demonstrated and defined an entirely new method
for sequence scanning and prediction of gene emergence. In particular, to find
the sequences, we expanded data regarding genes and their sequence
homology into a two dimensional plot of histograms, where, for each particular
species, we plotted a row with a histogram visualizing percent similarity of well
conserved, poorly conserved, and SSPE proteins. This "controlled" visualization
of homology was only possible in context of end-to-end data integration of
taxonomical and sequence data into a high-performance data mart.
We have thus integrated the process of sequence mining methods with
phylogenetic reconstructions, so as to enable new methods in bacterial protein
sequence mining; identifying the phylogenetic origins of the elusive SSPE gene,
and shedding light on a particularly interesting time point in bacterial evolution.
Current work by Hao and Setlow has since revealed that the origin of the SSPE
gene, which was identified in Chapter 4, may be, in fact, a major divergence point
the divergence of Firmicute genomes, and thus, in the evolution of
microorganisms (personal communication).
An important aspect of this work was our expansion of standard
sequences searches into two-dimensional searches, which plot various genes in
one. We can envision a powerful alternative to standard BLAST searches based
on this paradigm that is not specific to Firmicture proteomes, but rather, which is
integrated with the entireity of NCBI's proteomic resources. Such a tool could be
useful for gene hunting on a much wider range of species.

CONNJUR: Pushing the Limits of NMR Data Integration
The notion of integration for its own sake is a founding precept of the
CONNJUR project that has found its way into every chapter of this thesis, and
ultimately, has now become a primary principle of the ongoing works of the MnM
project. In Chapter 5, we come full circle to continued advancing technologies
that facilitate the NMR workflow for protein structure calculation, which is one of
the main goals of the CONNJUR project, by using the integrated strategies which
define the overall CONNJUR project in general.
The R3 methodology for structure calculation, although in its infancy, may
have implications for higher-throughput structure determination methodologies as
well as benchmarking. In addition to ongoing improvements in NMR data
processing and analysis, we are advancing our understanding of how amino acid
sequences "fold" into three-dimensional structures. We now know that there are
a limited number of "folds", based on research done into categorization and
clustering of different protein families(Andreeva 2004). Molecular dynamics
methodologies will surely benefit from our continually improving understanding of
the structural properties of proteins. This in turn will lead to increasingly accurate
methods for structural simulation and calculation that rely on such molecular
dynamics methodologies for in silico simulation of the protein folding process.
Nevertheless, we will need to validate protein models using empirical data
in the future. The fact that we have demonstrated this ability in R3 is thus a
proof-of-principal that, as in-silico structural models become increasingly
accurate, we may be able to begin solving structures in extremely high

throughput by simply validating these models by collecting a small amount of
data.
In a broader sense, R3 is emblematic of the CONNJUR goal - which is
the integration of structures, peaks, chemical shifts, and atoms into a pipeline
which can be adaptively adjusted, tweaked, iterated, and visualized on the fly
with little or no need for manual intervention and file formatting. The prototypical
structure calculation models used to automate the R3 experiments represent the
first iteration of such a framework for CONNJUR, and ongoing work in the Gryk
laboratory continues to "push" the scope of the CONNJUR project to the point
where all NMR data types can comingle in a synergistic manner. As a group, the
CONNJUR team has also recently released a comprehensive, open source, and
vendor neutral spectral data conversion utility to the NMR community, which is
the first tool of this sort in the field (Nowling et al. 2011). In an even broader
sense, R3 represents a primary goal of this thesis: the demonstration of the fact
that integration alone can enable solutions to problems that are otherwise difficult
to solve.
The Future of Bioinformatics
This work was not intended to impose a top-down strategy for integrated
analysis of protein data on all bioinformaticians, but rather, to explore a broad
range of methodologies for integrated analysis of protein sequence, structure,
and function in several specific areas, which will generally guide others in the
future. To this end we have succeeded. Bioinformatics continues to grow and
expand in parallel with improvements made in other related industries - such as

physics, chemistry, and of course, computing. The next several years of
bioinformatics promise to be as interesting as any thus far. One particularly
interesting trend is the rise of highly efficient methods for analyzing large data
sets.
The current climate for data mining is burgeoning with innovation in the
area of large-scale data analytics. Recent advances in generic data mining
techniques have now affected the trajectory of bioinformatics efforts as well
(Taylor et al. 2010). The fast approaching eras of personalized medicine and
high-throughput structural biology are destined to increase our data processing
requirements by orders of magnitude - while also augmenting our understanding
in an equally dramatic fashion.
As one would expect, the pace of progress in information integration is
breakneck, and things are changing rapidly. The debate which rages on is not
"Should we integrate?" but rather "How should we integrate?" The bioinformatics
world stands at a cross roads, where structured data integration techniques, such
as those enlisted in these pages, are being challenged by an ambitious and
extremely high performance array of "NoSQL" technologies (named after their
often cavalier eschewing of traditional SQL-oriented, highly structured database
integration technologies).
In the area of data science, these methods value simplicity over
explicitness, throughput over precision, and scalability over transactional
security. NoSQL technologies have burst onto the bioinformatics scene in the

past 5 years, and are now being applied to the service of protein sequence
alignment, genome assembly, literature mining, and even structural biology.
The philosophical basis for these techniques does not solve perennial
problems of semantics and data integration, but rather, combats these issues
using an entirely lateral method of attack: rather than forcing our data to be
correct, allow it to it be incorrect - and simply collect more of it.
Might it be possible, rather than integrating existing, fractionated
repositories, to simply recollect biological data on a massive scale and reprocess
it using modern, ultra-high performance data analysis technologies? In the
biology community, we have seen similar trends in thinking in the area of gene
expression analysis and large-scale proteomics. These endeavors, which may
be criticized as "noisy" by some, have revolutionized our ability to profile the
salient characteristics of a cellular population. Certainly, the CS-Rosetta
paradigm, which involves the generation of tens of thousands of candidate
protein structures, represents a "big-data" approach to structure determination
that, although in its infancy, represents a foreshadowing of things to come. In
particular, these paradigms are generally highly dependant on the use parallel
computing.
Final Thoughts
Often in science, breakthroughs come in strange, unpredictable forms.
The next great advances in biology may very likely come not from larger, more
restrictive models of molecular classifications and hierarchies, but rather, from

novel, highly simplified models for dealing with biomolecular computation which
have never before been imagined.
Doolittle and others came to witness the importance and power of
sequence-oriented bioinformatics for evolutionary inference in the last quartile of
the 20th century. The next several decades will witness the power of global
bioinformatics data integration in a similar light. That is, as we improve our ability
to integrate computational analysis of proteins, we will witness a deeper
conceptual integration of sequence, structure, and function. Ultimately, these will
beget a deeper understanding of the combinatorial, expansive molecular
relationships that drive cellular function. The curtains are about to rise on the
next act of "the greatest show on earth".
Finally, a personal note: As our understanding of molecular interactions
continues to improve, we must never forget our prenomial charge - which is the
sharing of these advancements with humanity at large. We can do this at the
micro-scale by making our software free and open source for all to utilize.
Additionally, we may do this on a global scale by continuing to promote
bioinformatics to the status of a first-class, exhibitionary science. I cannot
imagine that the delicately crafted nuances of protein sequence alignment, the
pleasures of virtually spinning large, DNA bound protein models, and the extreme
diversity of natures protein arsenal is of interest only to the bioinformatics
community. After all, the mysteries of bioinformatics are but a reflection of the
regular ongoings that are native to all living things.
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Appendix A. Additional Material for Chapter 1
Table A1. Physical to conceptual data model mapping
Physical Model

Conceptual
Model

Motif

Motif
ref_knownactivity,motif_source

Activity

ref molecule, motif source

Target

ref_homologene_2_gene_protein

RefSeq

ref_homologene_2
ref domain

HomoloGene
CDD

Purpose
Defines the motif sequence,
and any post-translational
modification
Defines the motifs activity
for a given annotated motif.
Defines the biological target
of an annotated motif.
Defines the RefSeq record
for a motif containing
protein or its target.
Defines a HomoloGene
cluster for any protein.
Defines types of protein
domains

Table A2 defines the rules for generating human readable annotations
from the structured attributes of the minimotif syntax. The syntactical attributes
can be acquired by joining tables in the database. The value of different
attributes in each condition for a minimotif determines which rule is used.
SH3 Binding Motif Clustering
In order to determine SH3 domain binding motifs, a query against the
ref_knownactivity, refjnolecule, motif_source, motif and ref_domain tables was
executed to join their data (query 1). The resultant cluster of motif sequences
from this data set consisted of 741 distinct sequences (69 consensus sequences
and 672 instances), with 59 Target (SH3 containing) proteins and 372 source
(Motif containing) proteins. At this point, we have utilized our semantic model of
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Table A2. Rules used to regenerate annotations from database tables.
Rule#

6

Condition
([Activity] = binds) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND (Target Name
domain = empty or null) AND
([Required Modification] does
not = none)
([Activity] = binds) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND (Target Name
domain = empty or null) AND
([Required Modification] =
none)
([Activity] = binds) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND (Target Name
domain = is not empty or null)
AND ([Target domain
position] = empty or null)
([Activity] = binds) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND (Target Name
domain = is not empty or null)
AND ([Target domain
position] = is not empty or
null)
([Activity] = binds) AND
([Subactivity] contains
trafficked) AND ([Required
Modification] = Instance)
AND ([Required Modification]
= none)
([Activity] = binds) AND
([Subactivity] contains
trafficked) AND ([Required
Modification] = Instance)
AND ([Required Modification]
is not = none)

Rule
[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] [Activity] [Target Name];
[Required Modification]

[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] [Activity] [Target Name]

[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] [Activity] the Target Name
domain Target Name domain of
[Target Name]; [Required
Modification]
[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] [Activity] the [Target domain
position] Target Name domain
Target Name domain of [Target
Name]; [Required Modification]

[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] binds [Target Name] and is
[Subactivity] [Subcellular
Localization]

[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] binds [Target Name] and is
[Subactivity] [Subcellular
Localization]; [Required Modification]

Table A2 (continued)
Rule#

8

10

Condition
([Activity] = requires) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND ([Required
Modification] = none)
([Activity] = requires) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND ([Required
Modification] does not =
none)
([Activity] = modifies) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND ([Required
Modification] = none)
([Activity] = binds) AND
([Required Modification] =
Instance) AND ([Required
Modification] does not =
none)

Rule
[Motif Sequence] [Subactivity]
requires [Required Modification]
motif in [Motif source name]; Target
Name is [Target Name]
[Motif Sequence] [Subactivity]
requires [Required Modification]
motif in [Motif source name]; Target
Name is [Target Name]; [Required
Modification]
[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] is [Subactivity] by [Target
Name]; [Activity Modification]
[Motif Sequence] in [Motif source
name] is [Subactivity] by [Target
Name]; [Activity Modification];
[Required Modification]

minimotif function to derive a data set resulting from a very specific linguistic
analysis which can now be analyzed for minimotif groupings. Several database
procedures were needed for this analysis (queries 1 -9),
Initially, consensus motifs were separated from motif instances using
query 1. This statement returned a series of sequence instances in MnM 2 which
bind the SH3 domain of a Target protein, along with the name of that Target
protein, e.g.

AKLKPGAPLRPKLN

ABL

AKLKPGAPVRSKQL

Grb2

AKPKKAPKSPAKA

Nck1

Table A3. Queries for SH3 binding minimotif analysis
Query
number

1

2

3

4

Syntax
Select sequence, T, ref_molecule.name from motif, motif_source,
refjknownactivity, ref_molecule, refjdomain where
motif_source.motif=motif.id, ref_molecule.id=motif_source.target,
and refjmolecule.ref Domain = refjdomain.id and
refjdomain.domain = 'SH3' and refjknownactivity.Activity='binds'
and motif, type IS NO T 'Consensus'
Select motifClass,count(*),(select count(*) from
motifjcomparison), avg(score) from motifjcomparison where
score > 1 group by motifClass order by count(*)
Select sh3jgroup.rxp, count(0)/(select count(*) from lexica)
from sh3_group join lexica where lexica.sequence regexp
(sh3_group.rxp) group by sh2jgroup.rxp union select 'NOT
PXXP', count(O), count(0)/(select count(*) from lexica) from
lexica where not isPxxP(lexica.sequence)
declare totalresidues int;select sum(length(m.sequence)) into
totalresidues from sh3_binding_motifs_sandbox m; select
a.letter,sum(substrCount(s.sequence,a.letter)) rawTotalCount,
100*sum(substrCount(s.sequence,a.letter))/totalresiduesas
percentComposition,
100*sum(substrCount(s.sequence, a. letter)>0)/totalresidues as
rawAmountContaining,
(100*sum(substrCount(s.sequence,a.letter))/totalresidues)/enric.perc
ent as percentCompositionNormalizedToProteome from
sh3_binding_motifs_sandbox s, refjaminojacid a,
refjaa_enrichmentjhumanjproteome enrich where
enric.aa=a. letter group by a.letter
qSelect motifClass,count(*),(select count(*) from
motifjcomparison), avg(score) from motifjcomparison where
score > 1 group by motifClass order by count(*)

5

6

number ofSH3 containing proteins in human proteome: 'Select
distinct ref_homologene_2 from ref_homologene_2 h,
ref_homologene_2_genejdomain d,ref_homologene_2_gene g
where domain =<domain> and d.ref_homologenejgene=g.id and
g.ref_homologene_2=h.id'

Table A3 (continued)
Query
number

7

8

9

Syntax
number of unique SH3 binding sequences: 'Select distinct
sequence
from motif,motif_source,ref_molecule,ref_knownactivitya where
a.Activity -binds'
and motif_source.knownActivity=a.id and motif_source.motif=motif.id
and ref_molecule.id=motif_source. target and
ref_molecule.ref_domain=(select id from refjdomain where
domain-SH3') order by sequence and not sequence regexp('x') and
not sequence like '%[%"
charged character ofSH3 binding sequences : 'Select
avg(getPeptideCharge(s.sequence)) from human_proteome as s
UNION
select avg(getPeptideCharge(s.sequence)) from distinct
sh3_binding_lexica_type group by s.sequence regexp ('[KR]..[KR]')'
'Select avg(s.cnt) from (select count(*) as cnt from
motif_source_motif_group where group_title='SH3' and motif
regexp(group_rxp) group by motif) s'

By running query 1 again, this time omitting the final 'and' clause, we
extract minimotif consensus sequences, where the purpose of the '#' is to format
the data on export so that it is directly compatible with the Comparimotif program
which was used for comparing instances against consensa (Edwards et al.,
2008).
By utilizing the Comparimotif program to compare minimotif instance data
against consensa, and integrating this data set to MnM, we could now
cross-query between the results of a global Comparimotif analysis of the motifs
using query 2. This revealed the most common SH3 binding motif consensa.
This analysis revealed a variety of such relationships between consensus
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sequences and instances. We ranked relationships by using Com pari motif's
Shannon's Information Content based score with a cutoff value of 2.0 since low
scores did not show meaningful relationships between consensus sequences
and instances (Edwards et al., 2008). Considering only scores above this cutoff,
we then tabulated a relevance score for important consensus sequences (Table
A4). We define 'Relevance Percent' as the ratio of the number of Comparimotif
calculated matches for a consensus by the total amount of distinct instances
variants in our database for SH3 binding peptides. For example, a consensus
sequence which matched to every SH3 binding instance sequence in MnM 2
would have a score of 100%.

Table A4. Frequencies of exact matching instances / consensus sequences in
database.
Consensus
KKPP
PxxxPR
PxxDY
PxxP
PxxPx[KR]
RxxPxxP
RKxxYxxY
WxxFxLE
[HKR]xxHKR]
KPTVY

Number
7
183
2
1305
972
308
3
1
495
2

Table A5 indicates importance of all the consensus sequences in the
minimotif database in terms of their frequency. The PxxP motif, for example, was
an important class since it had the highest frequency. The second most
important matches, PxxPx[KR] and PxxPxK are known class II SH3 binding
motifs.

Table A5. Consensus sequence relevance ranking.
Consensus
Px[IV]PPR
PLPxLP
[KR]xxxxKx[KR][KR]
PxPPxRxSSL
RxLPxLP
PxPPxRxxSL
RxxK
KxxK
Px[AP]x[PV]R
PxLPxK
[KR]xLPxxP
PxxxPR
RxxPxxxP
Px[AP]xxR
PxxPxK
PxxPxfKR]
PxxP

Relevance
Percent
3.0
3.8
3.8
4.6
4.6
5.2
7.9
8.7
22.1
12.6
18.8
20.7
24.9
33.6
35.0
74.0
89.1

Many of the consensus sequences were related as are the two class II
motifs above. Therefore we used Cytoscape to visualize all consensus
sequences related to instances and grouped motifs that had common sets of
instances (Shannon et al., 2003). The visualization of matches using Cytoscape

allowed us to identify several important consensus sequences. Although the
implementation of Shannon Information Content scoring gives us a valuable
initial screen of motif significance, we also used regular expression matching in
SQL to identify "exact" matches. Since this was an important query for our
analysis, we embedded it in our database as a view (a table with all contents
dynamically derived from other tables).
This analysis resulted in ten different consensus groups (PxxDY, PxxP,
[HKR]xx[HKR], PxxxPR, PxxPx[KR], RxxPxxP, WxxxFxxLE, RKxxYxxY, KKPP,
and KPTVY). The results from query 3 identified PxxP, RxxPxxP and PxxPx[KR]
as the most common motifs (Table 4). However, PxxxPR, BxxB, and
[HKR]xx[HKR] may also be highly significant SH3 binding motifs that bind to
distinct sites. Additionally, KKPP, WxxFxxLE, PxxDY, and RKxxYxxY are
underrepresented in our database and their broader significance in binding SH3
domains will require further study. One limitation with the frequency-based
analysis is that the SH3 domains and motifs thus far experimentally examined
are biased, as may be the content of our database. We have also evaluated the
validity of our motif categorization by comparing the binding sites of different SH3
binding motifs in a structural analysis.
Analysis of Residue Content in SH3 Domain Binding Peptides
Residue content in all SH3 ligands was determined using queries 4 and 5.
Query 5 identifies the frequency of each residue in all SH3 binding minimotifs
and these numbers were normalized to the frequency of each residue in the
human proteome which was identified using query 5. Query 5 stores this data in
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a table titled ref_aa_enrichment_human_proteome which has each residue, a
percentage value for its enrichment, and its fold enrichment in SH3 binding
sequences.

Appendix B: Additional Material for Chapter 3
Identification of Papers with Minimotif Content
In our initial attempts to collect papers from the literature that have
minimotif content, we tested several queries. To evaluate each query, a Minimotif
Identification Efficiency (MIE) score was calculated. To determine this score, a
subset, consisting of 10-20 randomly-selected papers chosen from the results of
the search, was selected. MIE is simply the percentage of those papers that have
minimotifs. Using MIE and other criteria, a search query is either accepted or
rejected. Accepted queries are used to add papers to a paper list in the Minimotif
database (see Fig. B1).
In addition to Keyword and MeSH term queries of PubMed, we used
several other strategies to identify papers containing minimotif information. These
included: author/affiliation searches that identified papers by authors (with their
institutional affiliations) of minimotif data-containing papers already in the MnM
database, regular expression searches which identified papers with abstracts
that contain strings of peptide sequences or consensus sequences using regular
expressions, reverse citation searches which identified papers referenced by
papers already in the MnM, forward citation searches which identified papers that
referenced a paper in the MnM database, journal selection identified which
journals have higher probabilities of publishing minimotif papers, and publication
year which was used to restrict searches to more recent papers in PubMed.
Combined, these strategies were used to build a list of -130,000 papers that had
a MIE score of -30%.
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Fig. B1. Strategy for identifying papers with minimotif content.

Automated markup of paper abstracts in MimoSA
Through an integrated database of PubMed abstracts, their lexemes, and
several million RefSeq and CDD keywords, MimoSA automates the process of
marking up potential key annotation terms which are key indicators of minimotif
meta data in abstracts [1, 2]. Automatically detectable elements of a minimotif
annotation include activity terms, minimotif interaction domains, minimotif target
or source proteins, and minimotif sequence information.
Minimotif detection. In order to detect terms that might contain minimotif
sequence or consensus residue information, we derived a regular expression for
amino acid sequences. To speed up the process of minimotif sequence detection

by users, papers are automatically screened, and all text sequences that conform
to the following sequence by regular expression are highlighted and flagged.
((([Xx])|(Gly)|(Ala)|(Val)|(Leu)|(lle)|(Met)|(Phe)|(Trp)|(Pro)|(Ser)|(Thr)|(Cys)|
(Tyr)|(Asn)|(Gln)|(Lys)|(Arg)|(His)|(Asp)|(Glu)|(Lys)|(Thr)|(Trp)|\p{Punct}|)?){3,15}.
Activity detection. To speed up the process of activity annotation, key
terms for suggested minimotif activities in a paper are automatically highlighted.
These terms come from the several hundred discrete sub-activity term
definitions in the MnM database. In addition, the words "binds", "modifies", and
"required" are highlighted.
Interaction partners and targets. In order to detect important domains
and / or proteins, a string-matching algorithm that searches for words which are
associated with gene names, aliases, or RefSeq protein names is applied to all
abstracts. Domains and proteins are highlighted in different colors. This was
useful for annotation as many targets of minimotifs are proteins and more
specifically domains within proteins.
Pseudocode for Paper Scoring Algorithm
The pseudo code of our algorithm for our ranking methodology is shown
below.
•

Given: T, a set of training articles represented as pairs of articles and
positive indicator scores where a score of 0 indicates that the article
contains no relevant data and a score of 1 indicates that the article
contains relevant data. For example:

(article 1,0)
(article 2, 1)
(article 3, 1)
(article 4,1)
(article 5, 0)
(article 6, 1)
Articles 2, 3, 4, and 6 all are highly relevant to the content being scored
for, and articles 1 and 5 do not have relevant content.
•

Given: A method for determining that two words are equivalent, or
equivalently, a method for normalizing the text in an abstract (i.e.,
removing non alphanumeric characters and making case uniform) so
that the overall amount of unique words is reduced.
For example: In the sentence "Peptide motif-binding functions for
binding of SH3/SH2 domain containing proteins." Would normalize to
"PEPTIDE MOTIF BINDING FUNCTIONS FOR BINDING OF SH3
SH2 DOMAIN CONTAINING PROTEINS".

The algorithm pseudo-code is as follows.
Generation of Word Scores from article summaries / training values.
•

Define t, u, and v as maps where the keys are strings and the values
are integers. The sum of the scores will be stored in u, and the number
of times each word has appeared will be stored in v.

•

For each article "a" and score "s" in T:
For each word "w" in a:

Increment u[w] by s
Increment v[w] by 1
•

Calculate the average score for each word:
For each word "w" in u:
t[w] = u[w] / v[w]

•

Define x: a map of articles to scores

•

Define y: a map where the keys are strings and the values are
integers. This will be used to count the number of appearances of
each word.

•

For each article "a" in the test set to be scored:
For each word "w" in "a":
Increment y[w] by 1

•

Using y and t, calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient for a

•

Set x[a] equal to (Pearson correlation coefficient for a / number of
words in a)

Contained in x are the scores for the papers in the test set. Higher scores
indicate a greater likelihood of relevance with respect to the content positively
scored in the training set.

